Sunday, December 2, 2007
The River
I begin this blog on the 2nd of December, 2007, which is
also the First Sunday of Advent.
For a month now, I have been going down to the
Potomac River, about a mile or so from my house, and
sitting on a lone bench after my morning meditation. I
come here to pray.
As I have watched the river for the last few weeks, it has
dawned on me that the river mirrors and chronicles the
stages of my life and soul very much like the changing
landscape - which has transitioned from a radiant display
of color to becoming totally bare and empty - very much
like what a soul must experience before it can be filled
with Divine Love and grace.
Here are two recent poems capturing my river musings.

The River
I come down
To The River
Every morning
I toss my prayers
And all my cares
Into The River
The River
Mirrors my Soul
The River
Discloses
The Divine
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The River
Is still—
So still
I can see the clouds
Reflected in it
The River
Surges
With Power—
Its rippling currents
Cut right through me
The River
Is bare—
The trees
Are denuded
Like the Cave
Of my Heart
A beloved friend once wrote:
Trust that this River
Is taking you
To the Ocean
Of the Unimaginable.
The River
Follows my Path
And my Journey
The River
Mirrors my Soul
The River
Discloses
The Divine
The River
Is Full
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The River
Is Still
The River
Is Bare
The River
Embraces
The River
Releases
The River
Flows
The River
Cuts through me
The River
Washes and Heals
The River
Is taking me
To the Ocean
Of the Unimaginable

The River of My Life
the River of My Life
changes course
“…At last
the river of my life
flows
into the ocean
of Thy Life
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and loses itself
1
in bliss .”
the River of My Life
changes course
with the a Special Gift
from the Beloved
my consciousness evolves
and expands
as it seeks to embrace
Christ Consciousness

Wednesday, December 5, 2007
The River Sleeps
Yours is the day,
Yours also the night;
You established the luminaries
and the sun,
You have fixed all the boundaries
of the earth;
You made summer and winter...
- Psalm 74
I approach the river with reverence...
The first flurries are coming down...
The River Sleeps...
So much stillness this morning...
So much peace...
Verses from a Spanish song come to me:
Al otro lado del rio
1

Paramahansa Yogananda
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creo que oigo una voz
al otro lado del rio...
sobre todo no creo
que todo esta perdido...
tanta lagrima
y yo soy un vaso vacio...
oigo una voz que me llama,
casi un suspiro...
(I hear a voice
on the other side of the river...
all is not lost...
so many tears and I am an empty glass...
I hear a voice that calls to me barely a sigh...)
Create a clean heart O Lord,
in all of us this season.
May we all work, and pray,
and love and sleep
in Heavenly Peace.

Wednesday, December 5, 2007
The O Antiphons
The "O Antiphons" are several antiphons that are
recited or chanted at Vespers during the Advent Season
- specifically during the Octave before Christmas.
Going back to the river in the afternoon, the majestic and
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breathtaking scene made me think of them.
O Wisdom!
O Holy Word of God!
You govern all of creation
with your strong
yet gentle and tender care.
Come and show your people
the way to salvation!

Monday, December 10, 2007
Divine Kirtan
The River was misty this morning. And beautiful. And
quiet. Except for the birds.
There was no one else there. No car parked with the
motor left running, as is often the case. Instead, it was
just me - on the bench - praying - and listening to the
birds.
For the first time since I have been coming here - I was
enveloped in a veritable symphony of melodious singing,
coming from both sides of the Potomac River.
As I drank in the beauty of nature's improvisations - I
was struck by how reminiscent the call and response on
both sides of the river echoed the singing of the psalms
of the Divine Office by monastics in choir.
It also reminded me of the experience of chanting
Sanskrit mantras in "kirtan" - which consists of the
repetition of sacred chants, simple mystical syllables, or
sound vibrations - in the same call and response pattern
- but at an increasingly faster pace - building up to a
crescendo - until slowing back down again.
Kirtan is a form of meditation. For some individuals, it
may be an easier introduction into this discipline. The
chanting of mantras and indeed - the singing or
proclamation of psalms and prayers - can directly
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connect us with Divine energies that can quiet the mind,
remove obstacles, bring solace, and provide an
opportunity or an opening for a process of healing to
occur.
This morning I felt embraced and comforted by the
sacred chanting of the birds - almost as if I had been
invited to participate. One particular bird - perched high
up on a naked limb - looked at me directly and intently his cries predominated - as if he had been appointed the
cantor, or soloist. I sensed he tried to urgently convey a
message - received and understood by the depths of my
heart and soul.
Entering into the Silence made the whispers of the
Divine more audible in the quiet stillness of this winter
morning.

Wednesday, December 12, 2007
Soul in Wonder
My teacher's theme for the last yoga class of the session
was the experience of wonder. She deftly wove the
theme and a myriad of examples - both seasonal - and
from her own life, into our practice.
It was truly a moment of synchronicity that on my way to
class I was listening to the new CD by Miten and Deva
Premal appropriately titled: "Soul in Wonder."
The title track is a simple piece with simple lyrics:
"Inarticulate speech,
inarticulate speech of the heart,
I am a soul in wonder..."
As I sat for a long time at the river this morning - which
was as still and as peaceful as I have seen it for a while I thought of the lyrics of another piece on this CD:
"spirit of the river
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i can hear you
i feel as if
i am deep inside your song
i see you laughing
intoxicated, dancing
will you carry me with you when i'm gone?"

Friday, December 14, 2007
Lovingkindness
Every morning when I go to the river, one of the things I
practice, is a variation of the Lovingkindness
Meditation.
The particular version I like and have been using has
been very powerful for me:
May I be filled with lovingkindness.
May I be well.
May I be at peace and at ease.
May I be happy.
Normally, you begin the practice of lovingkindness by
focusing on yourself and then proceed to include loved
ones, those with whom you experience difficulty, and
then finally you embrace the whole human family.
One of my favorite mantras is "Lokah Samasta.” I
chanted this mantra for the first time during an incredibly
powerful and transformational workshop with Seane
Corn - in a beautiful setting called “The Barn” - in
Charlottesville, VA, in the fall of 2005.
There is a beautiful rendition of this mantra in the new
CD, "Soul in Wonder," by Miten and Deva Premal.
Lokah samasta
sukino bhavantu
om shanti, shanti, shanti
This mantra is basically a mantra of lovingkindness:
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May all beings be happy,
and may my thoughts,
words, and deeds,
contribute in some way
to the happiness of all beings.
Peace, peace, peace!
Truly, may all beings be happy filled with Divine Light
and Love and Grace!

Tuesday, December 18, 2007
The River and the Tree
I approach The River reverently, after an absence of four
days and after a night of prayers and sorrow deep into
the night.
There is still frost on the ground and bench.
I do not see the tree at first.
The tree at the right side of the bench - is so young. I
have imagined it growing up and providing ample shade
in the years to come. Though it did seem to me like it
had been planted too close to the bench.
But the tree is not there.
I look at the ground and notice it is lying there - snapped
off nearly at the base. I don't know if the strong winds
that prevailed for days are responsible - or whether it
was actually broken by something or someone. It doesn't
really matter anyway.
I walk over to it and bend down, and start saying over
and over again like a mantra, as I gently touch its trunk "I am sorry, I am sorry!"
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My own grief for so many things this year mingles with
what I imagine to be the grief of the tree - for its own
unfulfilled dreams and potential. My tears run freely.
I think of the fragility of life. I think of other baby trees
gifted to me in the last year that did not survive. Was that
an omen presaging things to come?
I think of the impermanence of life.
I think of the natural order of things. Some things die.
Others are given birth to. It is in so many ways what the
changing seasons serve as a reminder of.
There is a season for growing and one for harvesting.
And there are times for slashing and burning - for
releasing and clearing. And for fertilizing.
I ask the tree if I can take a little piece of its branch.
There are buds on it that will never bloom.
I bring it home for my meditation altar as a remembrance
of the mystery of life.

Friday, December 21, 2007
Molchanie: The Silence of God
This morning, as I sat by the river after finishing my
morning prayers, I contemplated how irrevocably the
landscape of my life has been altered from solstice to
solstice, and I made the spontaneous decision to stop
wearing my watch. I am no longer bound to schedules of
any kind and I am free to get lost in the Present Moment.
As I sat in the Silent Stillness of this grey Winter
morning, I recalled a book I read nearly a quarter century
ago, and rediscovered a couple of nights ago:
Molchanie: The Silence of God.
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This book was written by Catherine De Hueck Doherty, a
Russian immigrant to Canada in the early 20th century.
Her vocation drew her to minister to those who lived in
impoverished areas in Ontario, and she is best known
for establishing “Madonna House”, a lay apostolate and
community.
I retrieved the book before meditating at midnight. It took
me a while to find it in my collection of books. And then I
sat and read sections underlined half a lifetime ago...
This book discusses the many kinds of silence that we
experience and it is an invitation to make a pilgrimage
into the Silence of God - which is the richest, most
satisfying of silences.
Catherine begins with a poem:
Silence
Is a dark night
Where first
The soul
Meets its death to self.
Where noise
Cannot abide
Not noise of word
But thoughts.
Silence is a school
Of Love and death
That leads to
Light.
Silence
Is a dark night
Where Soul and mind
Abide
To wait
For light
That is God's speech.
Silence
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Is a school of
Love and death
Where soul
Meets life.
Silence
Is the key
To the immense
Furnace of Love-The heart of
God.
Silence is
Speech
Of passionate love
Spent
In the arms of God.
Silence Is-One-ness
With the Lord!
And this quote from her book:
"When we reach the silver sands and plunge into the
great sea of God's silence, we begin to understand that
he alone is God - Lover, Friend, the totality of
gentleness, peace, and rest. He calls us and we cannot
resist that call. We have to be alone with him. It is a
necessity, it is a hunger. It has been said that prayer is a
hunger. But this Christ walks with loneliness and
rejection, and so must we."
There is so much richness in this book...
"If we love God, we shall be able to look upon rejection
as a great blessing."
"Solitude is being alone with God. But silence is an
immense sea into which you enter and never leave."
There is much to plumb in this simple tome. I re-discover
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a book a quarter century later, and read it with new eyes,
and imbibe its wisdom with a more seasoned heart.

Friday, December 28, 2007
Many Drops, One Ocean
This beautiful explanation of our essential "oneness"
comes from my friend Pat Donworth, and it will be
featured on a web site she is about to launch. When I
read it, I was struck by how clearly she articulated a
concept that is often hard for us to grasp. We are more
deeply steeped in our preconceived notions of
separation than in our perceptions of the true meaning of
union.
The quotes that follow are also from her site:
Many Drops, One Ocean
"Imagine you and I are standing in the shallow waters of
the Atlantic Ocean, here in Miami where I live. You dip
your hand in the ocean and scoop up a palm full of
water. Let's say that scoop of ocean water represents
"you."
Now I take my hand and scoop up a palm full of water
and my scoop represents "Pat." We look down the
beach and notice that every single person - hundreds,
let's say - are scooping up water into their palms, and
those scoops represent Harry, Jane, Rebekah, Thomas,
Jim, and Orville, and so on.
And while each of us may think, "This is MY water; it
belongs to me and is 'different' from everyone else's
water, the truth is it is the SAME water, the SAME
ocean. The only 'difference' is that different hands are
holding the scoops of water.
Ah, so the 'difference' is in our hands, not the water..."
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Quotes:
This is love:
to fly towards
a secret sky,
to cause a hundred veils
to fall each moment.
First to let go of life.
Finally, to take a step
without feet.
--Rumi
The Breeze of dawn has secrets to tell you;
Don't go back to sleep.
You must ask for what you really want;
Don't go back to sleep.
People are going back and forth across the doorsill
where the two worlds touch.
The door is round and open.
Don't go back to sleep.
--Rumi
My love for You goes deeper than my own soul.
My way amounts to this:
I don't say I'm inside of myself. I'm not.
The I within me is deeper than myself.
Anywhere I look, it's filled with You.
Where can I put You if You're already inside.
--Yunus Emre (13th Century)

Wednesday, January 2, 2008
Siddhartha and the River
This morning I went down to the river after an absence
of a few days.
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It was very cold and windy - but comforting - and
familiar.
The remains of the broken sapling were gone...
As I clutched a warm thermos - I did my lovingkindness
meditations and prayers while I listened to the water
lapping ferociously against the rocks and surfaces, and
the section within Hermann Hesse's classic Siddhartha - where Siddhartha has an enlightening
experience and relationship with a river he crosses at
two important junctures of his life - came clearly into
focus in my mind.
Here are some excerpts I found relevant:
I will remain by this river...
May my present path, my new life, start from there!
In his heart he heard the newly awakened voice speak,
and it said to him:
"Love this river, stay by it, learn from it."
Yes, he wanted to learn from it, he wanted to listen to it.
It seemed to him that whoever understood this river and
its secrets,
would understand much more, many secrets, all secrets.
But today he only saw one of the river's secrets,
one that gripped his soul.
He saw that the water continually flowed
and yet it was always there;
it was always the same and yet every moment it was
new.
Who could understand, conceive this?
The river has taught me to listen; you will learn from it
too.
The river knows everything; one can learn everything
from it.
You have already learned from the river
that it is good to strive downwards, to sink, to seek the
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depths...
...He learned much more from the river
[than anyone] could teach him.
He learned from it continually.
Above all, he learned from it how to listen,
to listen with a still heart,
with a waiting, open soul, without passion,
without desire, without judgment, without opinions...
[He learned from the river that there was no thing as
time.]
That the river is everywhere at the same time,
at the source and at the mouth,
at the waterfall, at the ferry, at the current, in the ocean,
and in the mountains, everywhere,
and that the present only exists for it,
not the shadow of the past,
nor the shadow of the future...
And when I learned that,
I reviewed my life and it was also a river...
The river has many voices...
[He] listened silently to the water,
which...was not just water,
but the voice of life,
the voice of Being,
of perpetual Becoming...
I sat here and listened to the river.
It has told me a great deal,
it has filled me with many great thoughts,
with thoughts of unity...
I left the river filled and with a deeper appreciation for its
role in my journey...
I left the river with Siddhartha's experience - a mirror of
my own - emblazoned on my heart.
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Thursday, January 3, 2008
Miracles and Midlife
One of my favorite authors is Marianne Williamson.
Last night I started reading her new book - The Age of
Miracles: Embracing the New Midlife.
As I prepared to begin to read - the book fell open to
page 60 and my eyes were drawn to this section:
Miracles are available in any moment when we bring the
best of ourselves forward.
It isn't the amount of our years that will determine the life
we live now, but the amount of our love...
I had an experience once that depressed me greatly. I
felt wounded by something in my past and fairly
hopeless about my future. Around that time, I moved into
a house on the water, where I had a view of the sunrise
each day that was more gorgeous than anything I had
ever seen...
Every day my eyes would automatically open as the sun
began to rise. I'd lie there and not just look at the dawn;
the dawn would enter me.
The imprint of sunrise - of a new day following the
darkness of night - made its way into my cells. And one
morning it was as though I heard the voice of God,
telling me as I witnessed the dawn, that: "Such is the
work I will do within you." I too would experience a new
dawn after the dark night of my soul. God would give me
a new beginning. I knew it then...
I was hooked...I sat and read for a while and closed the
book for the evening when I got to that page again - and
I imagined the deliciousness of being entered by the
dawn...Anyone who has experienced resurrection of any
kind will surely revel in that image...
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Monday, January 7, 2008
The Eye of God
It was a gloriously beautiful and unseasonably warm
morning today at the river.
One lone kayaker gently erased the cloud's reflections in
the waters, and a Jack Russell was overjoyed at her free
reign of the park.
I thought of some pictures taken by the Hubble
Telescope and how one in particular reminded me of the
"Eye of God."
In his works, especially - The Autobiography of a Yogi
and The Second Coming of Christ – Paramahansa
Yogananda writes of seeing the Spiritual Eye in
meditation - where we ultimately encounter and
commune with the Divine.
He often quoted verse 22 from the sixth Chapter of
Matthew:
"The eye is the lamp of the body.
So, if your eye is healthy,
your whole body will be full of light..."
We have often heard it said that the eyes are the window
to the soul...
One glance can speak volumes...
One look can disclose what lies in the cave of the
heart....
(The picture referred to is of Nebula NGC 2392 - also
known as "Eskimo" and it is 5,000 light years away from
us.)
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Monday, January 14, 2008
A River Called the Arms of God
In her book - Mosaic: Pieces of My Life So Far - Amy
Grant tells the story of being baptized in a river in Texas
called "Rio de los Brazos de Dios" – “The River of the
Arms of God.”
As I sat briefly in the cold wind by the banks of the
Potomac River this morning - I thought of this river as
being symbolic of the arms of God for me - for it too
sustains and envelops me in the very same way.
Water is symbolic in all the major religious traditions. In
the Christian tradition, water is used in baptism as it
washes the soul of the penitent clean.
Amy speaks of the healing she experienced in this river
that embraced her as she felt all the weight of grief and
pain in her life released and washed downstream.
In an earlier portion of the book she speaks of the ocean
and how it is "constant and powerful, and like the love of
God, whether we're immersed in it, standing on the
shore, or a thousand miles away, it remains."
The stories in this book are breathtakingly beautiful,
healing, and inspirational. I know I will go back to them
again and again. Yes - they speak of pain and loss - but
also of great faith and redemption - and magnificent
love.
Towards the end of the book, I found the lyrics for this
song titled - What the Angels See:
If I could see what the angels see
Behind the walls, beneath the sea
Under the avalanche, through the trees
Gone would be the mystery
If I could see what the angels see
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If I could hear what the angels hear
The thunderous crash of a falling tear
Holy, holy in my ear
I'd never doubt that God is near
If I could hear what the angels hear
If I could know what the angels know
That death is just a swinging door
And spirits go where spirits go
I feel them but they never show
If I could know what the angels know
If I could stand where the angels stand
And watch the world while God commands
And see how love designed this plan
Reminders on his feet and hands
If I could stand where the angels stand
If I could see what the angels see
Behind the walls to you and me
And let the truth set me free
I would live life differently
If I could see what the angels see
And I closed my eyes and gave thanks to the river for
reflecting the very Image and Love of God - and to all my
angels and guides - who have been with me - making
their presence known throughout these many months.
Both the river and the angels - have finally seen me
safely to the other side...Blessings without end abound...

Friday, January 18, 2008
The River in Silent Stillness
fervent prayers
of a soul in total surrender
late into the night
dissolve into deep and dreamless sleep erasing pain
for the first time in years thanks to a gifted acupuncturist
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I awake late
and offer morning prayers
by the river
in silent stillness
my spirit merges
with falling snowflakes
and time stands still
for what seems to be
an eternity together we dance
in suspended animation
beauty
so penetrating
I do not breathe

Friday, February 8, 2008
Transformation
This morning I visited the river for the first time in weeks.
Since I have begun teaching classes and doing a private
lesson three mornings a week - my morning routine has
evolved a little differently.
The river was calm and beautiful - the air was crisp - and
I sensed new beginnings - the seeds of spring gestating
within my heart and soul - and noticeable even in the
tree limbs around the banks of the river...
We have been in silent waiting...But today - everything
looked and felt different...
Last night before I did my midnight meditation, I curled
up with the new issue of Yoga Journal - March 2008.
Every month I look forward to reading Sally Kempton's
"Wisdom" column, and this month was no exception. I
have found her insights to be the very ones I have
needed for several months...
This month Sally Kempton spoke of how transformation
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in our lives can be a radical process and experience and
she offers wonderful suggestions for navigating the shift
gracefully.
I will share some of her insights:
Transformation [is] a process in which you literally allow
yourself to be softened, opened, even broken apart, in
order to expand your sense of who you are...
You don't know exactly who you are. Yet that uncertainty
- the feeling that you're in between an old self and an
unknown new one - is a sign that you're in a
transformative process.
Transformation is a dance between Being and
Becoming...
Being is the changeless source of all that is...
Becoming is the part of you that grows, changes, shifts.
It is the realm where inspiration becomes actualized in
the world. Being is your still center, your Source;
Becoming is your personality, your body, and your
interactions with the world...
Kempton says that the path of radical transformation is
characterized by these stages:
Wake - Up Call
Something needs to change
Holding Uncertainty
You live with insecurity and identity shifting
Asking for Help
You approach the appropriate people for help and
appeal to the power of grace
Grace, Insight, and Awakening
Grace opens a situation and creates a breakthrough or
inner shift
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Honeymoon
You enjoy the new situation which may feel like being in
love
Fall from Grace
You lose touch with your new gifts and experience
dryness or loss of contact with your Source
Integration
You apply insights from having lost your connection to
grace and experience the ripening of your breakthroughs
over time
Most of us go through several cycles of transformation in
our lives. I realized as I reflected on my own life - I have
gone through several in the last couple of decades - and
some significant ones - 15 years ago - and then 10, 6,
and 3 years ago, and a major one during the last 8 to 12
months...
The article explains all of these stages in detail - and it
should really be read in its entirety.
Finally, Kempton writes this:
When we enter the gates of the transformative process and yoga is, in its essence, a vortex for transformation we can never predict how the journey will go.
What we can say is that it will involve a dance between
insight and application,
between practice and grace,
between Being and Becoming...
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Friday, February 15, 2008
Meditations by the River
The river was beautiful this morning - calm, grey, and
with hints of the coming season of spring all around.
A pair of white birds (geese? I am terrible identifying
birds!) were gracefully gliding on the stillness of the river
like ice skaters dancing in tandem. It was breathtakingly
beautiful.
I should learn more about birds. They have been my
constant companions for many months - down by the
river and on my deck in the cold mornings as I do my
meditation exercises before I go sit.
Earlier this week an excited bird watcher ran by me
wanting to know if I had seen the huge hawk and the two
bald eagles dancing together along the shoreline...
As I sat on the bench this morning after doing my
lovingkindness meditation and prayers - I reflected on
how differently I felt - and how far I had come these last
few months. I observed the thoughts that ran through my
mind without feeling and with detachment - glimpsing
through the eyes of God....
I also reflected on my theme in my classes this week
and how it had impacted various students...
I thought of my new students and the amazing progress
they are making in their practice - and what a joy it is to
teach to the group - responding to their readiness and
capabilities - taking them much further and more
quickly...
I began my classes with this verse from The Talmud:
"We do not see things are they are,
we see them as we are."
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I noted that there are two basic ways we react to things out of love, or out of fear.
We then tackled poses that elicit fear but they were
made accessible - in a way that empowered the students
and gave them positive experiences - especially to those
who were new to the poses.
As someone who struggled for years with some poses paralyzed by fear - I have endeavored to help others
with similar feelings and experiences transcend their
own.
Finally, at the end of class I noted - that to make a
perceptual shift we must choose love instead of fear. All
positive emotions come out of love - and all negative
emotions come out of fear. Every feeling can be reduced
to one or the other.
This is the most basic and fundamental lesson taught in
the Course of Miracles which asserts that love is letting
go of fear - the fear of the unknown - the fear that lurks
in our negative feelings and actions.
Without exception, whatever is not love - is fear - and it
is really an appeal for love and help.
Making a perceptual shift, a change in our way of
viewing someone or some situation - is a most powerful
way to regain our peace instantly.
Our practice - be it a sitting practice - or an asana
practice - or both - enables us to confront our fears - it
allows us to acknowledge them - and to cross over the
threshold to profound love.
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Sunday, February 17, 2008
A River of Grace
A couple of days ago, I was inspired to change my email
address.
I sent an email notification to my friends saying this:
"I have been internally led to create a new email account
that more appropriately reflects who I am and where I
am today...
A river of grace...
This reflects my going to the river – the motif of the river
in my writings the past few months - the role grace has
played in my life - and continues to play - and it was the
closest thing I could come to without actually changing
my name. In many ways I feel I have stepped into a new
life - and new incarnation - dying and rising without
physically doing so."
A friend who has known me for almost two decades and
has witnessed many changes wrote:
"Congratulations as you travel further on your journey.
Fascinating to watch and see where this road, or river,
takes you dear friend."
I will maintain my previous address and business one but this seemed like the right thing to do.
Afterwards I created another email address – river
yogini...
Both of these will be used interchangeably and will allow
me to not attach to one or the other...Each one is
symbolic of my journey on so many levels...
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Monday, February 25, 2008
River Musings
I approach the river quietly - thankful for its support and
presence in my journey - for it has truly reflected the
Divine...
I arrive and notice a flock of birds having a party on the
bench I normally sit on...
They acknowledge my presence and make room for me
by gently flying away - perching themselves on tree
limbs overshadowing me - looking down - they
attentively sit in vigil...
I sit in the beautiful stillness of the morning - birds
everywhere - a woodpecker tapping away at a tree - and
all of them harmoniously inhabiting the same space...
I offer my prayers - mindfully and fervently – “Hail
Mary’s” gently spilling forth from my heart - and I marvel
at a lately acquired nascent devotion to Mary and to the
Sacred Feminine...
I think of Rumi - truly believing for the first time - what I
have repeated to my students over and over again:
"The whole universe is inside of you ask all from yourself!"
I end with a variation to a classic prayer:
"Glory to the Father,
and Son,
and Spirit now and forever,
and ever, Amen!"
I think of all that has changed - and what is constant and I rejoice.
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Thursday, February 28, 2008
A Listening Heart
The river this morning was as restless as my own
heart...
I receive the same message twice - in different ways...
"Listen to your heart..."
And the implied message:
"Listen to your heart - so that you can listen to Mine..."
Yesterday I received the Georgetown Visitation
Preparatory School Alumnae Magazine and I got all
caught up on reading about old friends and a school I
dedicated twelve years of my life to...
I read with great interest an article summarizing a talk
that Sr. Mary Berchmans, the former President of
Visitation, gave during the Season of Advent on
cultivating a listening heart. Her message was beautiful
and I will highlight the six points she elaborates and
develops...
1. Let's begin by reflecting on Jesus' invitation: "Learn
from me that I am gentle and humble of heart."
...Our challenge is to live humbly before God and with
great gentleness toward our neighbor. Humility before
God invites us to acknowledge the gifts with which He
has graced us, to thank Him for them and to use them
for His greater honor and glory, not for our own selfaggrandizement. Fundamentally it allows God to be God
in our lives.
2. A listening heart is a heart that always remains open
to God's transforming grace.
The little prayer known as the Direction of Intention
helps us to remain open to God's transforming love, his
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grace.
O my God,
I offer you this day,
I offer you now all the good
that I shall do and I promise
to accept for love of you
all the difficulty which I shall meet.
Help me to conduct myself
during this day
in a manner pleasing to you.
3. A listening heart discerns God's will in the events of
life.
4. A listening heart hears God speaking through the
people we meet each day.
5. A listening heart enables us to hear the cries of the
poor and the disenfranchised.
6. Finally, a listening heart will open itself to truth and
goodness on all levels of human life.
A message comes to me twice - the invitation is there to cultivate more deeply, my listening heart that I may
listen to the heart of God...

Friday, February 29, 2008
Awakening from Chaos
The river is wide this morning - and still restless...But not
as much as yesterday...
My eyes are magnetically drawn to the shores on the
other side...
I hear and remember a message given to me almost a
year ago when this journey began:
"Trust that this river
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is taking you
to the ocean
of the unimaginable..."
Trust always came easy - but now it is more elusive...It
has asked so much...
I think of watching Oprah yesterday for the first time in
months - publicly sharing a precious note received from
Marianne Williamson on her 50th birthday. She reads it
in Marianne's presence as they both hold hands - Oprah
dissolving in tears...
The eloquent note reminds that there are angels at the
hand of God who eagerly stand ready to help each and
every one of us - in any way they can. They help direct
our steps and steer us onto the path of everlasting joy...
I take comfort in this and think of how messages come to
us from everywhere - if we only have the eyes to see
and the ears to hear...
I go out and buy Eckhart Tolle's book - The New Earth:
Awakening to Your Life's Purpose. I internally hear
there are messages and lessons in this book that will be
of great benefit...
In the late evening I am drawn to check my messages
one last time before sitting and I unexpectedly find two
from angels sent from God on a very silent and still day
of so much introspection amidst so much difficult but
necessary inner and outer work...
I am reminded I am not alone - even though the path
may feel that way at times...
One angel reminds me we are connected in Freedom,
and Consciousness, and Love...
The other - a former concert pianist - is also a voice who unwittingly becomes an instrument for the Voice:
"Not a string untuned,
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not a note amiss
How complete the
symphony
When love awakens
from chaos
And embraces eternity."
One final commentary is given - and it is surely meant
for us all to imbibe:
"As your heart heals,
know for sure...
like the words above,
love will awaken from chaos.
What is this moment
of a lifetime
when eternity awaits?"
I sit and offer prayers for loved ones traveling
tomorrow...Lord, keep them safe...
I am reminded to see with Divine Eyes - and to be still and know that this lifetime is just one more road stop on
the way to Eternity...

Thursday, March 6, 2008
The River Prepares for Spring
The river is wider than usual and is overflowing its
banks...
The water is murky and rushing downstream - urgently...
Huge pieces of debris are being carried away - tree
trunks and limbs and all sorts of garbage...It is truly
surprising to see all the things that are floating
downstream with such incredible haste...
I have never seen the river like this before...It is truly in a
purging mode - letting go of all that is not serving it and
that occludes its beauty, it true nature, and silent
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stillness...
I try to look upstream and can see no end in sight to all
the stuff that is being carried away...
The river - like the practice - is a metaphor for life constantly providing lessons...
Thoughts come of Eckhart Tolle's book - A New Earth on the transformation of consciousness - and all that he
wisely teaches about how the ego distorts and thwarts
our consciousness and acknowledgment of the True
Self...
More thoughts flow on how the essential yogic scriptures
and teachings, and texts such as The Course in
Miracles, have taught the same lessons...Our thoughts
are not who we are...They do not disclose Ultimate
Reality...We are the Awareness behind the thoughts...
The river is actively demonstrating that we must let go of
the old to let in the new...
The essence of Einstein's wisdom comes to me once
again:
"A problem is never solved by the same level of
consciousness that created it."
Everything changes - growth and evolution is
constant...we never arrive...
The Buddhists teach - everything is impermanent...
My mantra and prayer of the last few months has been a
constant invitation to self-cleansing and much releasing but at times I have felt like one of those limbs being
carried downstream:
OM Christ!
OM Christ!
OM Christ!
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Divine Vibration!
Eternal Word!
Purify my soul!
Wash me clean!
Make me whole!

Friday, March 7, 2008
Mahasamadhi
The river was still a little restless this morning and
overflowing its banks. The boat launch was under water
almost to the parking lot...
Debris still flowed downstream occasionally...
I felt the river was still purging...
Today is the anniversary of Paramahansa Yogananda's
Mahasamadhi - when he consciously left his body after
his work was done.
There are many wonderful and fascinating stories of
great gurus and enlightened beings leaving their bodies
consciously in the book - Graceful Exits: How Great
Being Die - written by Sushila Blackman.
In this gripping narrative, Blackman tells the death
stories of Hindu, Tibetan, Buddhist, and Zen Masters
and the often incredible circumstances surrounding their
deaths. Blackman herself, died shortly after completing
the book, in a manner that was no less graceful and
beautiful.
The readings in Yogananda's Spiritual Diary for the
week all focus on the "Guru-Disciple" relationship which is considered a very sacred and special bond in
the East.
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Here are some excerpts from some of Yogananda's
insights and writings for the week:
“The friendship that exists
between guru and disciple is eternal...
It is the duty of the guru and the disciple
to be loyal to each other,
not only in one life,
but for many lives
if these are necessary to reach God...”
And from today:
“My body shall pass but my work shall go on.
And my spirit shall live on.
Even when I am taken away
I shall work with you for the deliverance
of the world with the message of God.
Prepare yourselves for the glory of God.
Charge yourselves with the flame of Spirit...”
I end with the prayer that Yogananda often shared was
his only prayer. It is the one with which I begin every day
and every sitting practice:
“Let Thy Love shine forever
on the Sanctuary of my Devotion.
And may I be able to awaken
Thy Love
in all hearts.”

Tuesday, March 18, 2008
What I Learned About Reiki
This morning I returned to the river after an absence of
several days and I reflected on the incredible gift of an
experience that I had received in the opportunity to study
Reiki with Frans and Bronwen Stiene of the
International House of Reiki in Australia.
Frans and Bronwen are the authors of the Reiki
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Sourcebook - which is in my estimation, the best
resource on Reiki currently available.
Reiki is often translated as "Universal Healing Energy,"
and the way this healing modality was taught by Mikao
Usui - its founder - and how it has been taught and
practiced in the West is actually quite different.
Most of us in the West have learned Reiki as a method
of hands on healing. But according to the way Usui
taught, this was a secondary aspect that flowed from
Reiki primarily being a spiritual practice.
I was moved beyond words as Frans went into a sacred
space to do attunements and healings. He is one of the
most grounded, compassionate, real, fun, and spiritually
present persons I have ever met, and I feel honored to
have spent these last three days with him, learning
about the origins of Reiki and its spiritual essence.
Reiki flows from one's spiritual practice. Usui taught
meditation and chanting - but primarily working with the
5 Precepts or ideals which every Reiki student learns.
However, the variation of the precepts that we learned
from Usui's writings were more distilled - and powerful
beyond words....
I went to the river this morning and recited the first one aware of its connection with the first symbol - and its
mantra...I cannot disclose this translation here - for it
should be shared and learned within the proper context.
But a commonly used translation is the following, which
does not do the original quite the same justice:
Just for today Do not anger
Do not worry,
Be humble,
Do your work honestly,
and be kind to every living thing.
The last two weeks have been filled with many sacred
moments and openings...
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Like a phoenix - so much beauty has arisen from the
ashes...
I am in awe of the many gifts that God bestows and for
this opportunity to deepen my healing practice by
connecting and integrating it more fully and seamlessly
into my spiritual practice.

Tuesday, March 25, 2008
The River and Rumi in Full Bloom
The river was in perfect stillness this morning...
I realized that in a few short weeks I would no longer be
able to see across to the other side of the shore so
easily - once the trees were all in bloom...
No longer would the river be stripped and raw - and
naked - but clothed in majesty!
I sat and meditated on the first Reiki precept and
chanted the first mantra as well in preparation for my
monthly trade of a massage (for me!) and a Reiki
session for my friend Kelly - a gifted massage therapist
who also literally brought me a whole class of wonderful
women new to yoga - which I have the pleasure of
teaching on Wednesday mornings. They have been a
most delightful group!
As I enjoyed the crisp and clean air on the one quiet
morning I have this week - I again reflected on Rumi who
- as the book Call to Love by Andrew Harvey so aptly
states:
"He knows everything about love...
All the suffering, all the ecstasy, all the beauty."

Here are a few more selections from that book:
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In the driest
whitest stretch
of pain's
infinite desert
I lost my sanity
and found
this rose...
****
Love, you have created us
with thirsty hearts
and bound us fast
to the Source of Splendor.
For you, my thorns have blossomed,
my atoms exploded into suns!
****
Just this morning,
contemplation
led me into
the rose garden that is
neither
outside this world
nor within it.
Garden of miracles,
what kind of garden are you?
A garden neither autumn nor winter
makes afraid.
***
It is the time of resurrection,
the time of eternity.
It is the time of generosity,
the sea of lavish splendor.
The treasure of gifts has come,
its shining has flamed out.
See, the rose garden of love
is rising from the world's agony.
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Tuesday, April 1, 2008
Psalm 23
In the midst of so much busyness - I hear a voice inside
me that says – “Go down to the river and receive what
you need...”
The sky is overcast - it has been drizzling, but it has
stopped now, and the sun is trying to peak through...
I look out at the river and hear this line in my head:
"The Lord is my shepherd, I shall not want..."
I laugh, because of all of the psalms, it is my least
favorite - and it is always used in funerals...
I have joked in the past that I do not want this psalm
recited at mine - just as I do not want "Amazing Grace"
sung either...
But I contemplate the words of this psalm - and for the
first time they fill and comfort my heart...
The Lord is my shepherd,
I shall not want...
He leads beside still waters,
He restores my soul.
He leads me in right paths
for His name's sake.
Even though I wall through
the darkest valley,
I fear no evil,
for you are with me...
You prepare a table before me...
my cup overflows.
Surely goodness and mercy
shall follow me
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all the days of my life,
and I shall dwell
in the house of the Lord,
my whole life long...

Thursday, April 3, 2008
The River Speaks
I go down to the river this morning and it is cold...
I do my Lovingkindness meditations and my Reiki
meditations as well - chanting the Reiki mantra and then
reflecting on the first precept:
"Just for today, do not anger..."
I think of how much more is implied - do not feel anger or sadness, or separation - for it is all illusion...I think of
how the cultivation of compassion is the appropriate
response to everything...
I hear a voice deep inside that reminds me that
everything is within...
I hear the voice of the Divine ever so gently whispering
in my heart:
"I will be with you until the end of time...
You are never alone..."
So much more that I hear - it is all beautiful and
breathtaking...I listen - not wanting to miss a single
word...
And then I realize - I have not been cold for the entire
time I have been sitting...Only when I am ready to depart
do I feel it once again...
I end with this poem shared by Oprah during her
webcast with Eckhart Tolle this week:
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Lost
by David Wagoner
Stand still. The trees ahead and bushes beside you
Are not lost. Wherever you are is called Here,
And you must treat it as a powerful stranger,
Must ask permission to know it and be known.
The forest breathes. Listen. It answers,
I have made this place around you.
If you leave it, you may come back again, saying Here.
No two trees are the same to Raven.
No two branches are the same to Wren.
If what a tree or a bush does is lost on you,
You are surely lost. Stand still. The forest knows
Where you are. You must let it find you.

Tuesday, April 22, 2008
The River in Early Spring
I went down to the river this morning after an absence of
over a week. We have been having a lot of rain and the
river was flooded beyond its banks and purging debris.
But it was beautiful to see the leaves beginning to unfurl
and open to the touch, the warmth, and love of the new
season!
The river and I have been steadfast companions these
many months. I thought of this as I did my
Lovingkindness and Reiki meditations...
I thought of the many experiences I have had over the
last few months - some difficult, some unexpected, but
also the many instances of love and grace. I marveled at
the many gifts received and opportunities that have
arisen - all sent by the Divine...
These blessing from John O' Donohue's To Bless the
Space Between Us, seem appropriate here:
Excerpts taken from - For An Exile
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Now is the time to hold faithful
To your dream, to understand
That this is an interim time
Full of awkward disconnection.
Gradually you will come to find
Your way to friends who will open
Doors into a new belonging
Your heart will brighten
With new discovery,
Your presence will unclench
And find ease,
Letting your substance
And promise be seen.
Slowly a new world will open for you.
The eyes of your heart, refined
By this desert time, will be free
To see and celebrate the new life
For which you sacrificed everything.
To Come Home To Yourself
May all that is unforgiven in you
Be released.
May your fears yield
Their deepest tranquilities.
May all that is unlived in you
Blossom into a future
Graced with love.

Tuesday, May 13, 2008
The River Flowing with Abundance
After an incredible drought, we are having the wettest
spring in sixty years and the river sure is an indication of
it! I wish I had brought my camera this morning!
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The Potomac River has flooded its banks to the parking
lot level in Algonkian Park. In fact, I often stand on a cliff
in front of the lone bench by the boat launch to survey
the river. Today I could literally step into the water from
there!
The water flowed briskly and abundantly, purging
massive amounts of debris. The foliage had thickened
considerably in the week and a half since I had last been
here to visit - blocking a full view of both sides of the
river. All of this is nothing less than an indication of the
impermanence of things - how everything changes - all
of the time - nothing ever lasts forever...
I thought of this as I surveyed the spot I have been
coming to all these many months - thinking of the
various seasons I have experienced on that bench - the
fall colors, the piercing winds of winter, the snow - and
the first buds to emerge in search of spring.
As I've noted before - the river has been a metaphor for
my life. It has gone from dying - to rising - from standing
vigil - to bursting at the seams - and everything in
between. Truly, not unlike anyone's life.
As I witnessed the raw, surging power of the river this
morning - asserting its independence and presence, I
couldn't help but marvel at what it has represented and
what it is beckoning in me - what it seems to be
presaging - and what it so confidently is forging a path
towards...
Onward and upward!

Friday, May 23, 2008
Form and Content and Waves
This week, on my way to and from my weekly yoga class
- I listened to the last web cast on A New Earth - a
concluding two hour segment.
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I have thought often of so many things that Eckhart Tolle
wrote and spoke about - especially on how identifying
with form and content keeps us tied to the egoic state
and causes us suffering.
In my April 13th entry - "The Joy of Being" - I talked
about how I always felt I needed to know as much as
possible about loved ones - but how I came to the
realization that I was focusing on form and content - and
not really on the Essence of the person which is not
defined by those details and is Eternal and without
change.
This morning as I sat in meditation, I read these wise
words by Paramahansa Yogananda:
"It is not necessary to go through every kind of human
experience in order to attain ultimate wisdom. You
should be able to learn by studying the lives of others.
Why become helplessly involved in an endless
panorama of events in order to discover that nothing in
this world can every make you happy?"
As I meditated, I thought of sitting by the river yesterday
and watching the waves undulating downstream. Each
wave represented an aspect of form - or content - or
detail about my life moving down the river. Another wave
immediately followed. But they were only waves coming and going - just details - reminding me of the
impermanence of all things.
I thought of how this is true of all of us. Someday this life
form will also move on. And yet, our souls are eternal.
We must live in a way which is detached from these
details which ultimately come and go - they dissolve they flow down the river - for they are only impermanent
aspects of our lives.
No matter how difficult a situation may be - we need to
remind ourselves - as Eckhart Tolle himself reminded us
- that this too shall pass.
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Tuesday, May 27, 2008
Reflections and Gratitude
The river was pretty busy during the Memorial Day
weekend - so I went back this morning, when it was
quiet and still and I could do my meditations and sacred
chanting.
I sat on the bench and reviewed the many blessings of
the last few days and weeks and I especially gave
thanks for the new venture I am about to embark on with
friends offering yoga and pilates classes in Loudoun
County, Virginia.
The lease was signed yesterday and we all met in the
new space discussing paint, flooring, and all kinds of
details. There was a lot of excitement in the air.
Everything literally fell into place in a matter of weeks. I
find myself in a place I could only have imagined. For
months I gave intent to connect with the right people to
work with. Our visions are similar and we look forward to
breaking new ground and helping others heal, which is
our primary goal.
The river was as still as I had seen it in a long time. It
has been such a wonderful companion during so many
months.
As I move into the summer months I look forward not
only to giving birth to new dreams - but to seeing them
become a reality.
There is so much to be grateful for!
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Monday, June 16, 2008
The River in Silent Summer Stillness
It was as quiet and still down by the river as I had seen it
in a long time. It felt truly delicious and was exactly what
I needed this morning.
The clouds and the trees on the banks of the far side of
the river were vividly reflected in the water. The inlets
and coves on that side seemed less distant - and yielded
richer details. I could see all the way down to the
riverbed. Everything was crystal clear - like one’s goal in
meditation. If only my mind and heart were so still. It was
silent except for the joyous chirping of birds. I enjoyed
this silence and let it envelop me and my thoughts.
Silence is such an important part of the spiritual journey.
Interior growth often takes place in the heart of silence. I
find myself called to increasingly greater silence in my
life.
Here are some quotes on silence:
"Growth takes place in a person by working at a deep
inner level in a sustained atmosphere of silence."
- Dr. Ira Progoff
"Only when one is connected to one's own core is one
connected to others... And, for me, the core, the inner
spring, can best be re-found through solitude."
- Anne Morrow Lindbergh
"In the sweet territory of silence we touch the mystery.
It's the place of reflection and contemplation, and it's the
place where we can connect with the deep knowing, to
the deep wisdom way."
- Angeles Arrien
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Tuesday, June 17, 2008
Deep Healing Waters
Last night, late into the night, but before midnight
meditation, I re-read portions of the book, Deep Water
Passage: A Spiritual Journey at Midlife, by Ann
Linnea.
I read this book more than a decade ago I believe, when
I was about to turn 40. I realize now, so much was lost
on me at that time. There were experiences I had not yet
had.
Ann Linnea, the author of the book, decides to kayak
around Lake Superior during the summer of '92 after the
loss of her best friend, and during a time she was also
facing some critical issues in her marriage and life.
I thought of the book this morning down by the river after
I finished my customary river prayers and meditations.
The recent interest in taking up kayaking by various
friends urged me to find this forgotten volume among my
stack of treasured books.
During a particularly dangerous phase of paddling on the
lake and coming close to losing her life, Linnea calls a
friend from a pay phone and shares her experiences, her
vulnerability, and her tears, to which her friend Christine,
wisely responds:
"You are in some kind of race with time, with
unbelievably harsh daily circumstances. You must
paddle with the questions that will most help you awaken
into the next phase of your life. Your pilgrimage is to find
the stamina to endure these questions, in addition to
everything else you're enduring...
You have left the shore of what you think you know
about yourself, your life, your relationships, your
direction, your purpose. You must ask God more deeply
than you have ever asked: Who do you say that I am?
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What do you want me to do?"
These poignant words come in a chapter entitled: "SHEWHO-FINISHES-GRIEVING." At the end of the chapter
Linnea movingly recounts the last time she visits her
friend as she lay dying of cancer, and in a coma:
"When I reached Betty, I felt under the covers to find her
hand and bend to kiss her cheek. Touch. Yes, touch.
She is real. She is the same woman I love...Rested in
the security of our togetherness...And then the words
came...
Betty, you are the best friend I've ever had. It is you that
has made me alive, who has opened my heart and
brought me amazing companionship. There are so many
good memories between us. We have lived together so
passionately....
I am going to try as hard as I can to be worthy of that
honor, to love more deeply, to live more deeply. But I am
going to miss you very much...
I know how much you like to sing. I wanted to sing you
the prayer I always sing to the children:
Mother we thank Thee for the night
and for the blessed morning light,
for health and food and loving care
and all that makes the day so fair.
Help us to do the things we should,
to be to others kind and good.
In all we do in work or play,
to be more loving day by day."
Then Linnea invites her friend to let go, and with one last
breath she does, surrounded by family and friends.
Linnea then realizes, that she had felt so alone from that
point on, but now, on this journey, as she connected with
her friend's spirit, she knew she was still alone, but no
longer lonely.
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I ended that chapter, meditated, and went to bed last
night, realizing, there were new insights in this wonderful
book that once again spoke to me at a very different
period in my own life. I thought of the book, and so many
instances in the pages that I resonated with as I sat by
the river this morning in the gentle breeze and the warm
sun. And then I remembered a message given by a dear
friend on so many instances: “We are never alone.”

Wednesday, June 18, 2008
Boundless Like the Ocean
Yesterday, I began my morning meditation with this
beautiful quotation from Paramahansa Yogananda:
"The Ocean of Spirit has become the little bubble of my
soul. Whether floating in birth, or disappearing in death,
in the ocean of cosmic awareness the bubble of my life
cannot die. I am indestructible consciousness, protected
in the bosom of Spirit's immortality."
Later in the day I received these quotes from The Inner
Journey:
You Are Bigger Than You Think
"He who would be serene and pure, needs but one
thing, detachment."
- Meister Eckhart
We are the ocean - vast, deep, powerful and rich.
Nourishing and nurturing. Dive down into the dark
stillness of being. Sense the rising and falling of surface
thoughts and emotions, sometimes gentle, sometimes
violent. Always shifting. Always in motion. Draw back
and watch the waves of your life at play. Know you are
the unfathomable depths - surface agitations can't
disturb you. Know that you are bigger than the little
things that aggravate you.
"The bird of paradise alights only on the hand that does
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not grasp."
- John Berry
"It's best not to get too excited or too depressed by the
ups and downs of life."
- Dalai Lama
So often these messages and insights come up - again
and again in so many different ways! And always at
precisely the right time... There are no accidents...

Thursday, June 19, 2008
Returning Home
Every morning I approach the river with a certain
expectation. What will it look like today? I have
photographed the river in so many different moods and
seasons. I crane my neck to see up ahead as I come
around the bend - wondering if the waters will reflect the
state of my soul...
The translation of an Indian poem wafted through my
soul as I connected to my memories of the river later in
the day. My quotidian sojourn to the river is like returning
home to my soul...
I imagined these words being sung to God...
Returning Home
Sometimes I remember that moment
That moment
When the one entered my life
And made me belong to him
He taught my heart to sing
He taught my mind to fly
When the dark night surrounded me
That is when He called for me
Come child come
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Return to your home
Return to your home
I resisted
I turned my face away
And yet He never left me
He called out to me again and again
He never turned His face away
He remained my true support
With His vision He carried me far beyond
He gave me care
He gave me love
And then He showed me how to love
Such was the One who came into my life
Such was the One who came into my life

Monday, June 23, 2008
Expansion III
The river is a constant. It supports and sustains. It
receives all the prayers and meditations of my heart...
I sit in meditation against the lone bench by the river
launch and expand my back body and receive its
support...
Expansion
the side body
rises-to meet the kiss
of the inner body
expanding brightly
breath sent
to the back body
opens-and inflates kidneys,
and for the first time
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I understand
what it means
to express the pose
and the practice
from the inside

Thursday, June 26, 2008
Wait and Wonder
I think of the impermanence of things and what comes
and goes...
I think of a young, former student of mine - forced to
sideline a surgical residency due to cancer...
I think of my cousin's only child - a son - deployed to
Afghanistan...
I think of all the things we can't control in life and what is
really ultimately important in life - not the pettiness that
seems to be...
I think of a message received from a mentor last year:
"Stand tall in the light!"
And these words from two songs by Bliss waft into my
heart and soul:
"In every broken dream there is a love
That is strong enough to heal the deepest hurt..."
"Here we go again, asking the same old questions
Facing the same stuff, wondering when its all gonna
leave us alone
And here it comes again, denying we ever knew the truth
Well blame is a disease that separates you from love...
Well life is a disease that separates you from god
When you're down and formless as a cloud, drifting out
to sea
Stay with the deep, stay with the deep
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Stay with the deepest part of you."
I stand by the river bank, in the very early morning,
almost slipping on the rocks and cast my pebble into its
depths - and commit to release all that does not serve
and unhealthy ties that bind...
(Wait and Wonder and The Deep, "Bliss" by Bliss,
2003).

Monday, June 30, 2008
This Love Lasts Forever
Reveries of two powerful experiences chanting and
meditating this last week haunt me, as a gentle breeze
by the river this morning briefly refreshes...
Thoughts and deeply held impressions of the power of
Divine Love drift in and out of my mind as I recall
excerpts from a song that has been playing over and
over in my heart and soul...
"I feel it now, it's all around me
a silent voice I can't deny...
I close my eyes, it takes me over
a memory deep down in my soul.
And safe from harm
to be beside you.
Our light will shine upon the world.
It will last forever (this love)
It will never fade away (this love)
Never cause me pain (this love)."
So true, for Divine Love is the only constant - throughout
decades and across lifetimes...
("This Love", A Hundred Thousand Angels, Bliss,
1999)
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Wednesday, July 2, 2008
God Speaks to the Soul
This is an interesting time of the year to go visit the river
because there are many boaters and people who go to
the park and the boat launch in particular. Some park in
their cars, talking on cell phones, often smoking - others
sit in their cars with the windows down and music
blaring. It seems rather odd to me and it defeats the
purpose of seeking stillness and silence and connecting
with nature. It certainly is a reminder that we are all at
different stages of awareness - or lack thereof. I even
notice the birds are very quiet during those times...
Last night I came across this beautiful poem by
Mechtilde of Magdeburg, a 13th century Beguine and
mystic...
God Speaks to the Soul
"And God said to the soul:
I desired you before the world began.
I desire you now
As you desire me.
And where the desires of two come together
There love is perfected.
HOW THE SOUL SPEAKS TO THE SOUL
Lord, you are my lover,
My longing,
My flowing stream,
My sun,
And I am your reflection.
HOW GOD ANSWERS THE SOUL
It is my nature that makes me love you often,
For I am love itself.
It is my longing that makes me love you intensely,
For I yearn to be loved from the heart.
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it is my Eternity that makes me love you so long,
For I have no end."
I thought of my recent workshop on the Bhagavad Gita,
and how this wonderful book is a love song that God
sings to us as he pines for the only thing he does not
have and which only we can freely give - our love...

Thursday, July 10, 2008
Lives within Lives
The last two mornings down by the river have been
interesting...
Yesterday, a group of young boys were preparing to
launch about 15 kayaks into the water, under the
supervision and instruction of what seemed to be very
capable teachers. The day was overcast, and as I left
the park it started to rain and I wondered whether they
launched or not.
Today there were two guys filming what seemed to be a
car commercial, in addition to the various others who
drive their cars around with their music blaring, or who
sit in their cars talking. One guy walked to the picnic
bench feet away from me and just sat and smoked. As a
former psych major, it is so interesting to observe the
many behaviors on display.
As I drove into the park this morning, I thought of how
complicated our lives can be - how there are many
phases to our lives - in essence - there are lives that we
live within our lives. We are such richly textured beings!
I regularly read a newsletter called: What's Up on
Planet Earth? Karen, the woman who writes this
newsletter always seems to have a good pulse on what
is happening energetically on the planet. In the latest
issue, she addressed a lot of the energetic shifts that
have been occurring since the Solstice. Here are a few
paragraphs that I found relevant:
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"...We may find that our loved ones and those near and
dear to us are leaving and going somewhere else. It may
seem that we are being permanently separated from
those with whom we have shared the closest
connections...
This separation phase involves a journey which we can
only undertake on our own. It is a very private one...and
needs to be undertaken before we come together once
again. It is a rare gift and very sacred process between
our souls and our creator...
After this has been accomplished, we then begin the reconnection to our brothers and sisters once again, and
when this occurs, we feel a joy and completion I can
barely begins to describe...
When the re-connection occurs, the masks are
removed...It can be quite emotional to now connect more
deeply to another who has just removed his/her mask....
Watching our loved ones and animal companions
suffering with their own specific dilemmas, struggles,
and traumas was difficult indeed, but if we can know that
we need only honor and respect the paths they have
chosen to get to the other side (without saving them), we
can then trust that all is indeed in perfect and divine
order..."

Thursday, July 17, 2008
The River is Wide
This morning, for the first time all year, someone was
sitting on "my" bench down by the river. So I walked
down the uneven path to the river and sat on a rock less
than a footprint from the water.
It gave me a very different perspective there. I thought to
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myself - like the song: "The river is wide".
I felt on a par with the river - maybe not its equal - but in
a different relationship to it. It was slightly breezy and
peaceful and very quiet. I observed the tiniest life forms
moving very freely in the water, and I wanted to stay
there all morning. I experienced a connection to the river
that was different.
The wideness of the river made me think of the yoga
workshop I attended this past weekend and my own
class on Tuesday. Both of my teachers worked on very
similar things and tried to get me to embody more deeply
the same action.
In Anusara Yoga we have a mantra that is often used:
"Shins in, thighs out!"
It is a refinement of the second of the Universal
Principle of Alignment - which is Muscular Energy.
However, the "thighs out" is also a component of the
third principle - Inner Spiral - because one must turn the
thighs in, take them back - and widen them apart all the
way into the lower back, opening the pelvic floor, and
making room for the tail bone.
Getting the femur bones back and apart is not an easy
thing to do for me. It begins with softening the groins and
includes widening the sitting bones apart as well.
I had an insight this weekend at the workshop and in my
class at how much more deeply I need to work this
principle. My teacher has been focusing on another
corollary to "shins in, thighs out," which is - "shins
forward, thighs back." One can see how this relates to
the principles mentioned here.
When the shins come forward, it allows for the tops of
the thighs to go back more deeply, and also brings the
leg into greater alignment. The tendency is to do the
reverse. Yet by lifting the toes and connecting all four
corners of the feet, we begin to activate ankle, shin, and
thigh loop.
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There are seven energy loops in Anusara Yoga which
are refinements of muscular energy. For the most part
(with one exception), adjoining loops go in opposite
directions, balancing each other out like cogs on a chain.
Thus, ankle loop bisects the ankle and the flow of energy
goes down the heels grounding them, then stretches
forward through the sole of the foot, lifting the toes, and
circles back into the ankle - intersecting with shin loop
(like a figure eight) - which travels up the back of the
shin, lifting the calf muscle - and bisects the knee
coming down the front of the shin - bringing the shin
forward.
This all probably sounds esoteric, but it illustrates the
precise bio-mechanical alignment principles of Anusara
Yoga which when learned, are applicable in all the
poses.
Part of me felt frustrated after Tuesday because I still
feel such a novice at understanding all these principles.
The other part of me marveled at how the principles
worked. And still another part of me curiously played
with what it would take to embody these actions more
deeply in my body.
Yoga provides us with a constant road map and journey
towards self-discovery. I remember Desiree Rumbaugh
sharing this weekend, that after 14 years of studying
Anusara Yoga, she is finally beginning to get it. This
reminded me of my college music theory teacher who
always said, "The first hundred years are the hardest!"
We are never done learning! And a true student of life
and any subject knows that.

Sunday, July 20, 2008
Let the River Run
Last night, as I reviewed the 90 plus pages of poetry that
I have written so far this year, I was struck by how poem
after poem makes references to the river I visit as often
as I can, as well as to the ocean into which so many
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rivers spill and merge. It is a motif that I revisit over and
over again almost to the point of being haunting.
There is a relationship I have to the river I cannot really
explain. Yet it somehow discloses so many deeper parts
of me that simply go unexpressed. The river itself has its
own seasons, often mirroring what I need or am
experiencing...
I thought of the symbolism of water, how at times it is
cleansing, and how it also baptizes and anoints, and
quenches thirst.
Before retiring, I quickly skimmed a book I just picked up
as a summer read: Girls Like Us: Carole King, Joni
Mitchell, Carly Simon - and the Journey of a
Generation. As I flipped through the last section of the
book I noticed it was titled:
"In the river I know I will find the key."
This line, I discovered with some research, is from Carly
Simon's song, "Like a River," a song she wrote after her
mother's death. This song also contains the line:
"I will wait for you forever, like a river..."
I also thought of one of Carly Simon's most eloquent and
powerful songs: "Let the River Run," and I thought to
myself:
Let this river run - let it carry me where it will....
The river runs through me...
It is never the same river twice...
I will wait forever, like a river...
In the river I will find the key...
And someday, I will cross it,
and inhabit more refreshing shores...
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Monday, July 21, 2008
River Song
This morning I woke earlier than usual looking forward to
sitting at the river about an hour earlier than I usually go.
I was struck by the amount of litter left on its shores and
wondered how anyone could come to behold the river's
beauty and yet not respect it.
I came with a heavy heart, so many things weighing
down on me...
Last night, I read another chapter in the book - Deep
Water Passage: A Spiritual Journey at Midlife by Ann
Linnea, about a woman who decides to kayak around
Lake Superior - a very dangerous journey. I have been
slowly savoring my re-reading of this wonderful book,
reading a chapter periodically, when I have the time to
do so.
In the chapter I read last night, there is a poignant
moment when Ann's children beg her to abandon her
journey and come back home. She is torn, yet she
reminds them of many adventures they took together,
vowing to not come back until whatever lesson needed
to learned was learned.
As I sat on a big rock, a footprint away from the water, I
thought of the lessons I am constantly learning and relearning. It was very peaceful and it occurred to me, that
for months I sat on a bench simply observing and
praying from afar. Now I was sitting where I could
literally step into the water. The next logical step will be
to go into the water and simply be there...
I did my Reiki meditations and reflected on the many
experiences of the weekend as I taught my first
Shinpiden class in the Japanese style of Reiki. The veil
thinned between this physical world and the more subtle
realms. Voices joined ours in chanting, and the presence
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of Kwan Yin was seen and felt.
Kwan Yin is the Goddess of Compassion. One of the
Reiki Precepts focuses on developing greater
compassion for ourselves first, and then for others. The
story of Kwan Yin is so beautiful. It is said that when she
died and was going to heaven she heard the cries of
people on the earth and returned, vowing to stay here
until every last one was healed and attained
enlightenment.
I sat by the river for a long while, until I found peace in
my heart again. It came with an invitation I heard
inwardly:
"Come sit in my heart.
My heart is deeper
and wider, and richer
and fuller than this river-and every river
within rivers
in this Universe.
Come sit in my heart
and receive
everything you need."

My sojourn to the river is a spiritual pilgrimage I make to
listen to the river's song which is both healing and
refreshing. I can now take on the tasks of this day...

Tuesday, July 22, 2008
Grace
Ann Linnea, in her book Deep Water Passage: A
Spiritual Journey at Mid-life writes about her
experience kayaking around Lake Superior.
I found it very symbolic that she named her boat Grace. I
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thought of her boat as a vessel of grace as she
undertook this very dangerous journey.
Here are some passages from parts I read last night:
"The instruments of our bodies, when fully tuned and
aligned, move with a grace and rhythm that is holy. In
that holiness we are capable of our greatest actions. In
those actions our lives become Spirit Song...
Mindfulness is so important. Whether in ecstasy or
storm, we must be totally present to the moment, ready
for the sudden shift of wind or mood or energy...
There comes a time in our lives, when we are called to
believe the unbelievable. If we allow ourselves to
believe, we open the door to the infinite possibility of
who we might become..."
As one committed to a sacred practice of meditation and
yoga, these three passages spoke to me very deeply.
They were wonderful reminders of how to be, and where
our practice can take us...

Wednesday, July 23, 2008
Celebration II
This has been a week of connecting with many people
from various phases of my past – all of them but one celebrating birthdays...
One of them - is a friend I have known since I was nine who was always interested in metaphysical things...
Another was my best friend in my late teens and early
twenties...
A third was my college roommate...
And still another - was a friend from my mid twenties to
mid thirties...
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And the last one - is from my late forties to early fifties...
As I sat by the river this morning and recited 51 "Hail
Mary’s" for the friend turning 51 today – who has a
strong devotion to this prayer - I reflected on how people
come in and out of our lives - and how so many
significant people from all stages of my life have
birthdays at around this same time...I thought of all who
have touched my life in one way or another and wish for
all of them this blessing - dedicated to a very special
person on her birthday:
"May your coming year be a good one-rich and full, and deep.
May your spiritual practice take you places
you have not been to,
but have glimpsed, tasted, or imagined.
May you know the ever new joy that Yogananda
so beautifully speaks of,
not just occasionally, but in every moment.
May you know peace, hope, blessings,
and love without measure.
May you experience your cup running over
with all things good.
May you delight in the beauty that is present in
everything,
surrounded by your family.
And may you recognize God's Presence
in every moment, year, and strand of your life."
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Thursday, July 24, 2008
Guardian Angels
I am nearing the end of my re-reading of Deep Water
Passage, not wanting it to end!
Last night I read the next to the last chapter, a very
touching one, entitled "Guardian Angels," which deals
with a couple of special visitations that Ann Linnea
receives...It also contains these quotes which spoke to
me - the first one of these is a re-posting from a couple
of days ago, but it continues to speak to me so deeply:
"There comes a time in our lives when we are called to
believe the unbelievable. If we allow ourselves to
believe, we open the door to the infinite possibility of
who we might become...
Sometimes when we have been called into other
realities, it is so unnerving that we must immerse
ourselves in normalcy and ponder the immensity of the
experience...
The longer I watched, the more my body resonated with
a feeling of connectedness to everything around me the night sky, the stars, the silhouettes of boulders, the
lapping of waves on the shore...
It was as if my mind dropped down into my body,
merging totally. There was...no thought about a time and
place different from now. Just presence, awareness of
deep integration, total oneness. When I can get to that
place, reverence pervades all I do. Knowing how to help
myself find and sustain that sense of reverence is the
single most important gift I received from my trip around
the lake. It was not a gift I had immediate understanding
of...but it has become the guiding hand of my life...
When the sky is this clear, the water this calm, paddling
becomes a meditation into the deepest part of my
soul..."
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These passages were so beautiful to read last night.
This morning, as I surveyed the vast expanse of the river
and slowly offered my Reiki and Lovingkindness
meditations and prayers, I felt oneness with this river in a
much deeper way. I started coming to this river nine
months ago because of a friend who has been very
much a guardian angel on my healing path. Now,
coming down to the river has become firmly integrated
into my morning spiritual practices. When I don't come, I
miss it deeply...
As I communed with nature this morning, I realized that I
needed to restructure my mornings to ensure that I have
time to do most of my practices. I may not be able to
come to the river every day, but I had to ensure it was
possible.
For a while I have been struggling with how to integrate
everything, but this morning I had a real insight into how
all of this would look, thanks to guidance coming from
guardian angels on several different planes...

Friday, July 25, 2008
Deep Water Passage
Last night, I finally allowed myself to finish reading Deep
Water Passage: A Spiritual Journey at Mid-Life by
Ann Linnea, where she documents her experience of
being the first woman to kayak around Lake Superior
over the course of 65 days. The journey was fraught with
dangers, but the spiritual awakening she experienced
changed the course and direction of her life.
Once again, there were passages I resonated with, and
which were reminiscent of experiences I had in my life
this past year, and in my visits to the river...
"When we can hold council with fellow creatures of all
species, then we are beginning to understand the
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presence of sacred in our lives. But the most challenging
creature to hold council with is our own kind...
When two creatures meet as naturally as lake lapping
against shore, or river flowing into sea, there is a
melding, a magic that transcends the everyday. I felt
myself drawn forward into understanding Mystery and
Higher Purpose. I felt myself anointed and belonging. I
didn't know what was about to happen to me in the
human community toward which I resolutely aimed, but
now I knew I had a community that claimed me...
There was a great darkness I had to pass through upon
my return from the lake. I had so totally left my life that I
did not know how to find my way back in. Indeed, I was a
misfit even at the most basic physical level. My sense of
hearing had become so keen that we had to have the
phone ringer set to mute for weeks. My sense of smell
was so acute that I couldn't walk down the street without
smelling neighbors' back-yard garbage cans. And I had
virtually no ability to engage in small talk...[I was] unable
to speak..."
I knew what she spoke of - every sentence heavy with
meaning....
This morning, I did my meditations and chanted at the
river for a long time...After "returning" I opened my eyes
and I saw everything differently. I felt I was the river - I
was the blade of grass blowing with grace in the gentle
early morning breeze - I was every leaf and even the
foam lapping against the rock I sat on. And I thought to
myself - now I truly understand - not only this book, but
what this year and all its experiences have really been
about...

Saturday, July 26, 2008
Love Greater Than Pain
I am not where I thought I would be this morning...But I
am there in my heart...Perhaps even present in other
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hearts...
I review the wise counsel and insights given to me by a
mentor who traveled from afar and recommended some
materials for my healing journey...
I am saddened by the passing of Randy Pausch, the
professor, who filmed his "Last Lecture" and moved the
world by reminding us all, of what is really important in
life...
I still mourn so much and yet rejoice in new experiences
as I delight in seeing the studio that will be my new
home - as it is nearing its completion...
I review my theme and comments in preparation for
subbing at the studio that is my spiritual home - honored
to be invited to teach there - nervous about my first
experience doing so - wanting to give back just a bit of
what I have received...
And I remember a message received and remembered
at the river the last few mornings...
Love Greater Than Pain
the river speaks its wisdom-as an inner locution sourced
from an inspirational reading:
"Your love-must be stronger than your pain."
a haunting mantra,
skipping on the surface of this river,
dancing in my heart
like a blessed soul
not so long ago...
I know...
in every instance
and every merging-and in every experience
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of distance and separation,
my love-must be greater than my pain

Tuesday, July 29, 2008
Sacred Space
I arise and go to the river early... There is not a car or
soul in sight...I commune with the river in the anticipation
of dedicating a sacred space...There are signs
everywhere of today's significance, easily missed by the
non-observant heart...
Keys received - opening doors to sacred space - and to
a new spiritual home - and a new phase in my life...
I enter in silence and pray a variation of Yogananda's
Prayer:
Dearest God - lineage of beloved gurus, saints, angels
and guides;
May thy love shine forever on the sanctuary of my
devotion-and the devotion and dedication of all who come to this
sacred space
that we may all be able to awaken thy love in all hearts...
Drops of holy water from the Mother Ganges and from
the shrine at Lourdes cleanse and sanctify this sacred
space...
Fragrant holy oil anoints every corner of both rooms...
I bow in reverence and offer up my Kriya practice in this
space, with the magnificent spiritual eye of God more
visible than it has been...
Prayers and mantras mingle in sacred union - Hail
Mary's and Our Fathers, and OM Namah Shivayas...
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I pray:
May this sacred space be a refuge
for hearts in search of you...
May this sacred space always be a temple
of love and compassion...
May we attract those students
thirsting for greater meaning and a deeper spirituality
And may we draw unto us those teachers
who will be vessels of your love and peace...
May all of us who work here be channels and
instruments
of devotion, always aware that our mission is sacred...
I have been led here, to create a new home for many-Be with me and with all who come here - teachers and
students
to always know union in community...
May this always be a haven for peace-and may we conduits of joy and bliss...
Prayer after prayer recited - offered from the depths of
my heart and soul - part of a very sacred ritual...
I bow, and give thanks for the opportunity to begin a very
sacred ministry...

Wednesday, July 30, 2008
The River in Summer Haze and
Gratitude
I arise in the waning darkness and do my morning
meditation, then head out to the river before embarking
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on my long trek to the other side of the river to sub at the
studio which is my spiritual home...
I encounter a group of six gentle deer and we spend
some time looking at each other very intently in the eye.
I feel we are all one - there is no fear - only love...
Though I have come to the river earlier than usual, I
watch an experienced kayaker instruct a "newbie" and I
listen closely to what he says, mentally taking notes. In
almost moments they disappear to the other side of the
river, and I sit in the stillness and haze, indicating it will
be very hot today...
Fish jump here and there - and the river looks like a
plate of glass - and for a moment I feel myself "walk" on
its surface - longingly looking towards the other side...
I give thanks for the opportunities of this day - to teach and to start anew...
I arrive early at the studio and take the seat of the
teacher in the very same room that I have been a
student for over two and half years, watching my own
gifted teacher take this seat... If only I could be half as
good as her, and yet - I truly know that I am... Both of us
share our own unique gifts...
I work with establishing a balanced action between
shoulder loop and kidney loop and weave in the theme
of gratitude - noting how the expression of gratitude
opens the heart and how even every sorrow contains an
invitation to be grateful. I find myself connecting to the
students and they respond with beautiful yoga...
I am grateful for the opportunity to teach in this - my
spiritual home - and to give back just a little of what I
have received in terms of nourishment and support...
At the end of a class a student shares that it is her 50th
birthday, and that this class was a wonderful way to
celebrate that milestone... Another thanks me for
teaching today...
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I drive home - leaving one studio - and going out to
check on another - movers arriving shortly to move
equipment and I think of myself seamlessly dancing
between two spiritual homes - the one where I receive
and the one where I will give - and I am grateful for both,
mindful of Meister Eckhart, the German medieval mystic
who wrote:
"If the only prayer you ever say is 'thank you,' it will be
enough."

Thursday, July 31, 2008
The River is Wide II
This morning, a mother and her daughter took off in
kayaks in the early morning light...The water and air was
very still - and I sensed we would have another hot day
on tap!
Yesterday the movers came and moved all the
equipment and furniture to the new studio. I laid down
mats and re-calculated the space and noted I could
accommodate 24 comfortably. As I shot the breeze with
my partners in this venture, I realized it felt very much
like home. We delighted in some of the decorative
purchases and touches we had made...
Today is another full day, but I was present and felt very
rested down at the river this morning as I did all of my
sundry river meditations.
I end this month surveying the vast expanse of the river
and thinking of all that the river has been to me these
many months - and of this song that I been singing to
myself, over and over again. Every time I come to the
river, it seems that the first thing I "hear" inside of me is:
"The river is wide..." So many versions have been made
of of this song - but my favorite is by a friend:
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The River is Wide
The river is wide
I cannot see.
Nor do I have
light wings to fly.
Build me a boat
that can carry two
and both shall row,
my love and I.
My love is like
the lofty tree
It sudders fierce
and then sways free.
If it should fade
when the summer's through,
she'll bloom again
when spring shines through.
When love is young,
then love is fine.
Just like a gem
when first it's new.
But love grows old
and waxes cold,
and fades away
like morning dew...

Friday, August 1, 2008
The Ocean of the Heart
Last night, as I made my long trek to the studio where I
study for the third time this week to observe a master
teacher's class, I listened to a lecture by John Friend,
the founder of Anusara Yoga, on my ipod.
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He spoke of the Kularnava Tantra, a Tantric scripture
that gave Anusara Yoga it's name. Anusara received its
name on the 50th anniversary of Swami Muktananda
receiving Shaktipat from his guru on August 15th, 1997.
August 15th is also the Feast of the Assumption of
Mary, always a very special day. I also thought of
spending this feast years ago, at the Trappist Monastery
at Genesee, and having the pleasure of speaking to
Abbot John Eudes, who was a scholastic under Thomas
Merton, one of the most gifted and prolific spiritual
writers of the 20th century, whose writings I have
devoured for decades. (The Abbot also wrote a very
esoteric and obscure text on Evagrius Ponticus - which I
happened to have read, much to the amazement of
those present at the time!)
John said that the title of this scripture - Kularnava
Tantra - means: "the ocean of the heart." Hearing this,
warmed my own heart. On my web site I have this
explanation:
"Anusara is a Sanskrit word from the Kularnava Tantra
(14:36) inviting us to step into the rich current of Divine
Grace. Pulsating within us and seeking self expression,
Divine Grace flows in and out of our hearts, bringing our
bodies, our minds, and our souls into greater alignment."
The meaning of this word was brought to life once again
as I marveled at a master teacher working her magic as
she deftly instructed a full class of beginning students in
the beauty of the Anusara method. She invited them to
go into their hearts and connect with their inner wisdom.
It was especially amazing to me that this full class
started at 8 PM and went until about 9:45 PM. Normally,
during summer sessions, classes are not this full - and
certainly not during such a time slot!
I thought of these things this morning as I sat on my rock
surveying my river - my constant friend - watching three
kayakers launch off mere feet away from me.
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I did my meditations and stepped into the energy of a
new month and new ventures and opportunities
unfolding, letting go of my past once again...
I also smiled at these words, written to me by a former
colleague who ran the Admissions Department years
ago, when we both worked at Georgetown Visitation
Preparatory School, in Georgetown, DC. She is now a
young member of the Board of Trustees:
"I love seeing where you are now - on your own, grace in
motion, so very YOU - I keep thinking back to our couch
conversation 18 months ago - kind of seems like we
were both at the mouth of the river ready to let it take us
where it flows..."
Yes - I smiled, even in the midst of heart strings still
tugging, now staring at the mouth of the river, watching
kayakers paddle upstream, wanting to join them, my
heart so full of longing on so many different levels, yet
always ready to flow wherever I may go...

Sunday, August 3, 2008
A Vessel of Grace
After early Sunday morning meditations I head down to
the garage to dedicate my new kayak...
She is beautiful - all 39 pounds of her - a mosaic of light
and darker blues...
I anoint her with holy water from another river - the
sacred Ganges and from the grotto of Lourdes - just like
the sacred space I anointed last week...
I touch her gently with fragrant holy oil and christen her
with spikenard - the rare oil that the scriptures say Mary
Magdalene used when she anointed the feet of Jesus.
I call upon God, a sacred lineage of gurus, Kwan Yin,
and Mother Mary, and dedicate my sacred vessel and
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name her "Grace," the name Ann Linnea gave to her
own vessel, and a word that has been central to my path
and my experience...
Let her be strong... Let her take me places I have not
been to yet in my spiritual journey... Let her open doors
for me that I have not yet been able to access... Let her
enable me to surrender more fully to the river...
I journey from having been an observant spectator at the
river, to having become a more active participant - and
to finally merging and becoming one with the river satisfying my thirst for wholeness...
I will surrender to the river, and in so doing, I will
surrender more deeply to God...
And the words, excerpted from this beautiful poem from
the book Strands of Eternity by Vasant Lad, waft into
my soul:
Surrender
...What does it mean to surrender to God...?
Surrendering to God means surrendering
to your awareness, your consciousness,
your experience at this very moment...
Surrender can't be practiced.
It happens now or never.
When you surrender to every moment,
your life becomes a celebration.
Celebrate each feeling, each thought, every emotion
and your life will flow like a river.
The river is born deep within the mountain.
It flows through the jungles and valleys,
through cities and villages
and ultimately the river merges with the ocean.
Surrender is the river that will deliver you back
to the ocean of cosmic consciousness.
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Monday, August 4, 2008
One with the River
Grace and I head out to the boat launch this
morning...I'd be lying if I didn't admit I had some
trepidation!
I push away from the shore and don't want to venture
too far or lose sight of the boat launch...But soon I plod
on - more confidently - to the other side of the river...
I explore the shoreline, but find my side of the river to be
more beautiful. The rocks and my bench seems so
different from the water...I now look longingly on them as
I had looked upon this side - knowing that I have
traveled far...
I explore areas that have called me and then paddle
upstream - trying to find a rhythm... Every now and then I
find one - I go into a zone and paddling seems effortless,
as if I had done it before... Yet this is work and the
rhythm is elusive...
Grace and I float in the gentle breeze and the warm sun
as I offer up prayers - here - in the center of the river grateful that at last after 9 months of visiting this place I
am now one with the river...
I give thanks for all the things I have experienced - good
and bad - everything is always a lesson - and all that
happens truly follows a Divine order of things...I trust and
know that...
So many beginnings in the last few months and weeks teaching in my new studio tonight, teaching at the studio
that has been my spiritual home - and now experiencing
Grace in so many permutations within this river. So
much that has led me here - to this point... And there is
still so much farther to go!
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After two hours, I reluctantly return to the shore on my
side of the river - Grace and I are no longer river virgins both of us initiated by touch, by sight - by dazzling vistas,
and by thought - prayers offered and received by the
river and by the Divine...
"The water is your friend...you don't have to fight with
water,
just share the same spirit as the water,
and it will help you move."
- Alexander Popov

Tuesday, August 5, 2008
Silence
It is silent in the middle of the river. And very peaceful...I
paddled and gave thanks for many blessings, and
especially for all those who came last night to my
inaugural yoga class at my new home and studio.
I wanted to go down to the river early, but I had a couple
of appointments, so I went around noon. It was overcast,
and for a while there wasn't anyone else around on the
river...
There were moments when I seemed in the flow - with
the paddling, with the water, with the breathtaking
scenery...We were one... On occasion, the paddling felt
effortless - there was a gentle rhythm. I likened it to
working on a yoga pose - sometimes for years - a pose
like handstand which can elicit so much fear and be so
difficult - until one day you nail it and then over time it
becomes light and exhilarating instead. Perhaps some
day, paddling would become like that...
I paddled upstream for a long time then floated - closed
my eyes and delighted in the silence. I thought of
Thomas Merton, who wrote:
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"In the deep silence,
wisdom begins to sing her unending,
sunlit, inexpressible song:
the private song she speaks
to the solitary soul."
There is so much noise and so many distractions in
everyday life and people get so caught up in it, and life
just passes one by. Silence enables us to hear more
deeply. Silence enables us to connect with God. In fact,
Yogananda often wrote that God loves silence and the
more silent we are - the more the Divine approaches and
penetrates us.
These beautiful words from a Vasant Lad poem from his
book, Strands of Eternity also came to mind:
"Your heart is a womb
that longs to become pregnant with God...
Become pregnant with God.
Do not look outside yourself.
No one can enlighten you.
Even the guru is just a mirror...
God is beating in your heart.
God is breathing in your lungs.
God is feeling through your mind.
God is working in your body at every moment,
but you are not aware...
You and God are inseparable..."
In the silence - in the middle of the river as I floated
downstream my heart felt pregnant with God and one
with everything...
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Friday, August 8, 2008
A Day of Blessings
Today is 8-8-08 - a most auspicious day in China and
Asia, and I have a friend who turns 50 today. My good
wishes are with her! Today is also the start of the
Olympics in Beijing.
My husband and I talked about the significance of this
date and we noted how he will turn 55 on 9-9-09. He
actually turned 45 on 9-9-99 and 45 in numerology
equals 9. He was born on 9-9-54 - and again - 54 equals
9. I keep telling him he has no idea of the significance of
his numbers, but he doesn't believe me, ha, ha!
This morning, in the midst of packing for a trip to Cape
Cod, I reflected on the many events of my day
yesterday, and some of the insights I gained from a
gifted therapist. So much of what he had to say centered
around awakening. I just happen to be reading Stephan
Bodian's book, Wake Up Now, which reinforces some of
those insights.
Then I ran across these quotes:
"Your vision will become clear
only when you look inside your own heart.
Who looks outside, dreams,
who looks inside, awakes."
- Carl Jung
"The soul walks not upon a line;
neither does it grow like a reed.
The soul unfolds itself
like a lotus of countless petals."
- Kahlil Gibran
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Sunday, August 10, 2008
The River, the Ocean, and the Present
Moment
I was hoping to get Grace back into the river on Friday,
but I had repair estimates to get for the house and
packing that needed to get done as well. I did however,
get a chance to at least visit the river before leaving for
vacation.
I met a wonderful couple down by the rocks on Friday.
The man had just bought a kayak that week as well, and
his wife, from Beijing, told me all about the trip they had
just taken to Alaska. We noted the auspiciousness of
that day: 8-8-08, and since they were both school
teachers, we had much in common to talk about.
Yesterday morning we flew into Boston and then drove
to Cape Cod. We are staying at Ocean Edge, in
Brewster, and I have a view of the bay from my balcony.
In the late afternoon I walked down by the water during
high tide and found a rock where I could sit with my feet
in the water while I meditated for almost an hour.
This morning the tide was so low you could literally walk
forever out into the water. So for an hour and a half I
walked along the shoreline feeling very much one with
the ocean, and with the schools of little tadpoles or fish,
and the seagulls. How could one not be in the present
moment in the midst of so much beauty and stillness?
Later, I walked along Route 6A and stopped for a
cappuccino in a wonderfully funky herb and crystal store.
I was invited to drink my coffee out in the herb garden,
which I did, accompanied by a very friendly dog, named
Brewster. The name of the store is The Jewel of
Brewster. I think I will come back here again!
There is a lot of work for me to do - but instead of doing
any of it - I am choosing to enjoy every moment and just
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witness how every present moment unfolds into the
next...
I think I could get used to this!

Monday, August 11, 2008
The Wave and the Ocean
It is an overcast and cooler day, so there was virtually no
one down by the beach this morning. I literally had it all
to myself. Such a contrast from yesterday morning!
I sat on a rock and marveled at how the shoreline has
looked totally different these last three days - almost as if
I were coming to a different beach every day. I did some
meditations and prayers, offering them up for a friend on
her birthday today.
As I sat in the chilly breeze, surveying the breathtaking
landscape and listening to the incoming waves, I thought
of how Yogananda often compares the individual soul to
a wave in the ocean.
As I took in the broad expanse of the ocean, I
understood why it is such a wonderful metaphor for God.
It is huge - boundless - without limit - and endless. It
encompasses everything and it has no peer.
Yogananda often urges his devotees to repeat this
beautiful affirmation during meditation:
"I and the Father are one."
It occurred to me, that this is the equivalent to repeating
"Tat Tvam Asi" - "I am That" - or, in other words - "I and
the Father are one." By instructing Westerners to repeat
this simple prayer, the wise guru and teacher showed
the way to obtaining union with God. The more we
repeat this prayer - the more we grow into the
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awareness, belief, and acceptance, that God is always
near and dear to us.
The wave cannot exist without the ocean. It is the ocean
that animates the wave. Each one of us represents a
unique wave of the ocean - and of course, the ultimate
realization is that we are the ocean.
Such a simple lesson, but such a hard one to realize and
embody! As I sat by the ocean this morning, I had a
much deeper insight into the importance of this lesson.

Tuesday, August 12, 2008
Pratyahara and the Turtle
The shoreline was different again today - the water was
agitated and rough with countless white-capped waves...
I came across this description of pratyahara - one of the
eight limbs of yoga - that is often translated as
"withdrawal of the senses." This comes from Pandit
Rajmani Tigunait:
"Like a turtle drawing its head and limbs into its home,
you withdraw from the entangled places of your mind..."
I have felt a lot like a turtle over this last year, and a few
months ago a colleague and friend gave me a blue turtle
sticker that has been on my yoga mat all these months.
Was the turtle an invitation to draw deeper within - or
was it instead more reflective of my current interior
state? Or was it perhaps, a little of both? Certainly it was
worth some contemplation on my part on this cold
morning down by the ocean...
Ultimately, that is what a yoga and meditation practice
seeks to enable us to do - to withdraw from the
entangled places of our minds that often hold us captive.
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We are invited to let go of ego and all that clouds our
true nature and our connection to the Divine...
If only the realization and embodiment of this fact were
so easy!

Thursday, August 14, 2008
An Ocean of Secrets
There is so much to write about but there is not enough
time right now. For the last couple of days my internet
connection has been dicey.
Yesterday I took a boat out to see the whales and we
saw three different kinds. We were followed around by
about 5 humpback whales - one of them fairly young and
playful. It was magnificent to see them and the day was
beautiful.
We spend over 4 hours on the water. I enjoyed the wind,
the blueness of the water, and was overwhelmed by the
vastness of the ocean. I thought of the actress who
played the old Rose in the movie version of the Titanic
and who stated that: "A woman's heart is a vast ocean of
secrets."
We visited Provincetown and the memorial to the
pilgrims there. What is often not known is that they
landed there first and spent about 5 months there before
continuing on to Plymouth. In the museum I was
fascinated by an Eskimo kayak made out of animal skin
in the 1800's. I certainly couldn't imagine being in one of
those!
Today we spent a wonderful day on Martha's Vineyard.
The day could not have been more perfect.
Unfortunately, tomorrow it is time to return!
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Monday, August 18, 2008
The River is Mine
Re-entry into the world has been slow...I have not been
drawn to write or read...
This morning I went down to the river for the first time in
about 10 days. I have been studiously pouring over
some kayaking books I bought - trying to learn more
about the sport and about essential skills. It is always
interesting to try and translate book knowledge or
information into practice.
For example, strength and power should come from the
core. And of course, this reminded me of my own
practice of Anusara Yoga and how we move from the
periphery to the core - and engage the core strongly in
poses.
There was no one at the river this morning. No one at
the parking lot. No one "in" the river.
I paddled for a long time upstream, finally angling around
one of the islands between the Virginia and the Maryland
side until I was totally on the Maryland side. It was very
quiet and peaceful. After all those days humbled by the
vastness and the power of the ocean it felt comforting
and familiar to be exploring various facets of this river
that has been a silent witness to my life. And indeed, to
many lives...
I observed for how long I continued to float upstream
after I stopped paddling. Then there was the pause - the
kumbhaka between strokes and breaths - and the slight
initial movement that propelled my boat to begin moving
downstream.
For part of that kumbhaka - I floated and drifted off into
meditation. I was immersed in total silence and stillness except for the occasional bird and the humming of
insects. I could have remained there forever.
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It is nothing short of a gift to be on this river. I gave
thanks for the opportunity to live a life that affords me so
much time to connect with Spirit.
And I gave thanks for the life and presence of the
grandmother who transitioned 13 years ago today. A
cousin and I remembered her fondly last night in a
conversation, marveling at how we had both been visited
by her in dreams during moments of our lowest lows.
This morning, in this river, I felt a peace that has been
largely absent of late. I gave thanks for what is - and for
what cannot be.

Tuesday, August 19, 2008
Wake Up Now
The river was so still and quiet this morning. Even the air
was still. There seemed to be no discernible movement except for my many passing and wandering thoughts...
As I sat on the rocks, I reflected on how my relationship
to the river has changed now that I have actually been
inside of it - floating upon its surface in my vessel called
Grace - sometimes seeming to sink in, as if engulfed by
the surrounding waters. The river is no longer as
mysterious to me as it once was.
I was however, concerned by this green, grass-like
substance growing inside the river which literally seems
to be choking it. A couple of weeks ago there were some
scant evidences of it particularly when I was in the water.
But now I could look out and see it everywhere.
Yesterday I was slowed down at times, by the density of
it - whatever it is - as I tried to avoid it. I hope this is
something seasonal. Then it came to me, that many of
my own thoughts slow down spiritual progress much like
this growing underwater grass-like substance slows my
own movement through the water. At times, I felt a
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passing fear of being trapped or engulfed by these very
large and thick strands.
Images and feelings connected to a conversation I had
with a dear friend struggling with clinical depression
arose and weighed heavily upon me as I thought of the
beauty and fragility of life so evident. We talked of how
things can sometimes appear to be so bleak in the midst
of so many blessings.
I also reflected on a book recommended by a colleague
and friend that I have been reading - Wake Up Now: A
Guide to the Journey of Spiritual Awakening by
Stephan Bodian – because so much of what I am
reading in there ties in to things I have read recently
elsewhere. Still, I wondered why the implementation and
the realization and the embodiment of these essential
spiritual truths were so difficult to learn.
For example, many of us believe that knowledge is
power. Yet the spiritual master Nisargatta Maharaj once
extolled that "all knowledge is a form of ignorance."
Bodian observes the following in his book:
"Concepts of any kind only serve to separate you from
the rich, intimate, juicy experience of this moment right
now. Once you label the flower or the insect,
psychoanalyze your partner or friend...you no longer
really see them as they are, but only as the mind
understands them to be, trapped in an intellectual
framework that freezes the river of constant change into
a single frame and leaves out the flow that makes the
river what it is. This conceptual overlay separates you
from life and leaves you feeling estranged and
disconnected...
But if you set aside your ideas, you have the potential in
each moment to experience life directly, intimately,
without any division between knower and known...
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As the mystic William Blake put it, 'If the doors of
perception were cleansed, everything would appear to
man as it is, infinite.'"
Ah! But to cleanse the doors of perception! Is this not
easier said than done? And so much easier for some
than for others! Is there not an easier way to learn this
lesson?
"In spiritual illumination the apparent separation between
knower and known dissolves into pure, undivided
knowing, which is simply existence itself...
Radical spirituality teaches that your ideas and stories
are the only things that separate you from the truth of
your essential nature. Once you stop taking them as a
reality and see them for what they are, mere thoughts,
you have an opportunity to fall back into the vast,
spacious, luminous, thought-free presence that is always
already who you really are - the living reality that no
thought can possibly touch. 'Realization is not the
acquisition of anything new or a new faculty,' says
Ramana Maharshi. 'It is only the removal of all
camouflage.'"
So many of us are prisoners of our thoughts and minds.
Buddhist monks have often observed that Westerners
live too much in their heads and are held captive there. It
seems we spend a life-time learning - we acquire
knowledge and learn to analyze - and yet this is what
spiritual traditions say we must leave behind.
Yogananda once wrote that suffering occurs in the mind.
A therapist wisely suggested recently that we must turn
off the various layers of our being - like a car key - the
physical first, then the somatic, and finally our thoughts...
I often come to the river full of thoughts. But in the
stillness and through meditation practices, some of them
drop away, perhaps transmuted by the river. But oh,
there is still so far to go!
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Friday, August 22, 2008
A Stroke of Insight
I have been longing to get Grace back in the water all
week. Finally, I was able to do so on this Friday
afternoon.
The water was choppier because of some people on jet
skies, and it was windy as well. The grasses had
multiplied quite a bit as well. I talked to a woman who
emerged from the water at the same time I did and
concurred with me that paddling was a lot of work today.
She said the grasses had not been this bad in several
years, but that rain and colder weather should curtail it.
I wouldn't be honest if I didn't admit that there isn't some
element of fear in me at times on the river. The first
strokes are always euphoric. But then, encountering the
choppy waters, or the dreaded tentacles of the grasses
that get entangled in my paddle and slow me down give
me pause for concern. Still, I found a path along side the
island and paddled there pretty much undisturbed
noticing the beauty of the wildflowers growing there.
It took a lot of work to get to where I wanted to go - and
almost just as much to come back. But I did enjoy
floating in that place between the island and the
Maryland side I had explored on Monday - chanting and
praying out there.
I reflected on a podcast I listened to yesterday where
Oprah interviewed Dr. Jill Bolte Taylor, a neuroanatomist who was able to document what was
happening inside of her as she had a stroke. She
essentially lost her language and that part of her that
identifies with the ego. It is a fascinating experience that
she documents in her book, My Stroke of Insight.
What is this stroke of insight? That we are literally a
thought away from the experience of peace which
resides in the right hemisphere of our our brain.
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Here are some of the notes I took on the talk:
"I am responsible for the energy I bring to others. As a
doctor, it is important that I always show up for a
patient...
When you dwell in sadness or think of sad thoughts you feel it in your body. Sadness has a certain
physiology. It is a circuitry that you run and you can say
no to. You can say to yourself, 'I don't want to go there.'
You have the ability to focus your mind on what you
want...
We have the ability to quiet the mental chatter in our
brains. It occupies the space the size of peanut in our
brains...
When you don't think about something, it doesn't exist.
Pay attention to your thoughts. You can change your
thoughts...Peace is only a thought away...It is literally
that simple...
In the silence of the mind where there is no ego - it is
beautiful, peaceful, tranquil, and full of color and it is a
place where you are most alive...
Take responsibility for the circuitry you run. You can
literally change the game of your life..."
These were certainly powerful words and they dovetail
so much with the teachings of Yogananda, the writings
of Eckhart Tolle, Stephan Bodian, and so many others. It
is so fascinating to me to see so many people from
many different disciplines and traditions and eras
articulating the same things.
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Monday, August 25, 2008
In the River is the Key
Every few days the river propels me down to its banks
with a sense of urgency. I feel desperate if my schedule
does not allow me to go down. For months I sat on a
bench. Then for several more weeks I sat on the rocks
with the water lapping at my toes. And now, I cannot wait
to launch Grace!
My sojourn down to the banks of the river is reflective of
a very interior journey.
Today I had the river to myself almost the whole time. I
can literally be in the river in less than 20 minutes from
the time I begin loading Grace into the car.
It was so much easier paddling today. I was more in the
flow than not. I was relaxed and did not grip the paddle. I
paddled upstream for about 30 minutes covering ground
more quickly than I usually do.
I took in the beautiful sights and as I neared the tip of
one of the first islands I pass upstream, I observed a
blue heron perched on a log. What a magnificent and
handsome creature he was! We looked at each other in
silent respect for a while, and then he flew away.
I meditated for a while - then floated downstream during
my meditation, so amazed to periodically note where I
was and the position of Grace. At various junctures I
faced every direction.
I thought of letting go and releasing to the flow of the
river - letting the gentle currents determine where they
would take me - and how it is so much easier when we
do that - when we don't resist. And of course, how very
much life is like that. Things are much easier when we
don't resist them but instead accept them.
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And then it reminded me of the quote by Shiva Rea at
the end of all my emails:
"Don't push the river.
Let it flow."
I don't think I really understood what that meant until
now. All year long I thought I knew what this quote was
all about. But it really took getting inside the river sensing her rhythms and merging with them to really
know what it means to not push the river and let it flow...
I wrote recently to a friend about spending time in the
river and I quoted Carly Simon's song where she says:
"In the river is the key."
I have come to see how my forays down to the river
have been an important part of my spiritual journey. The
river has been my soul companion. In the river I have
found several keys. Each day I come down, another
treasure is revealed. Another gift is given. I find another
key...

Wednesday, August 27, 2008
River Thoughts
I had hoped to get into the water this morning, but I was
tired and not feeling like I had a lot of energy.
I watched an individual kayaker and another group of
three - meticulously setting up their gear as they
prepared to set off. I talked to one briefly about what a
beautiful day it was to launch into the water and how I
really didn't have the time to fit it in now and join a friend
for lunch - something I was looking forward to.
Somehow, I vicariously experienced their strokes and
could literally feel myself push off with them.
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As often happens, I reflected on recent events in my life
and particularly on how a sudden death in my family got
me thinking about the fragility of life and how important it
is to take care of oneself. Often we ignore signs in our
bodies that could indicate serious conditions, thinking
that somehow we are exempt from its repercussions - or
that something tragic will not happen to us.
And, as often occurs, I received these quotes from the
Inner Journey Newsletter that were a good reminder to
listen within to what our body is trying to tell us:
"There are times when we may fool ourselves. There are
times when we can fool others. But we can never fool
our body. It is the most sensitive barometer of our inner
world."
- Sherrill Sellman
"Instead of frittering away your vibrancy with worry or
distraction, realize your mind and body are inextricably
united. What calms and tones up one, soothes and
improves the other."
- Marsha Sinetar
"When you are saying that you are happy and you are
not, there will be a disturbance in your breathing. Your
breathing cannot be natural. It is impossible."
- Osho
"Your body is the ground and metaphor or your life, the
expression of your existence. It is your Bible, your
encyclopedia, your life story. Everything that happens to
you is stored and reflected in your body. In the marriage
of flesh and spirit divorce is impossible."
- Gabrielle Roth
"If you don't take care of your body, where will you live?"
- Unknown source
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Sunday, August 31, 2008
The River on Holiday
The river on holiday is a very different place from the
one I normally experience. There are people on motor
boats, jet skies, and those who simply park their boats
and sit - blaring music to their heart's content! The river
is both crowded and noisy! I look forward to Tuesday the day after Labor Day when the river will be so much
more quiet and introspective.
I managed to get my husband into the river for the first
time today. He was not as gentle and careful with Grace
as I am. But then, to him she is only a boat. To me - she
is so much more. She is a source of peace and of deep
connection to the river. She is a contemplative at heart...
The grasses had grown to such an extent this past week
that there was only one stretch I found in the water more
or less devoid of them. But because of the recent rains,
the river was definitely higher.
There were a number of kayakers on the water today we passed each other or waved to each other now and
then, as if there is some unwritten code of respect. Even
though I am a novice at best - I still feel welcomed into
this distinct group of people.
I thought of how we sometimes make forays into various
groups at various junctures of our lives. For example, in
my late teens and twenties when I was a liturgical
musician and a photographer, I hung around with these
very different crowds of eccentric and artistic people. But
at some point I drifted away from those relationships and
sought out very different friends.
This week I reflected on how sometimes we
unexpectedly receive an invitation to be part of a group
we might not consider ourselves worthy of belonging to. I
thought of this while I was on conference call with some
of the best yoga teachers in the country. I wondered
what I was doing in this group and whether I really had
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much of substance to contribute - but a friend and
colleague reassured me that I had earned this
recognition through hard work and dedication.
Even though life circumstances - work and interests supply the reasons for our membership in various
groups - it is important to remember we are not better or
worse than those who are not part of those groups. We
are all one here on this planet - stewards of the same
resources. The river is no more mine than it is anyone
else's. Today I shared it with the crowd that is only able
to enjoy it on holidays and on weekends.
I am blessed, that I can enjoy the river at times when
others can't - and when she is more willing to yield her
secrets...

Tuesday, September 2, 2008
The River and the Labyrinth
What a different place the river is when summer officially
ends!
The air was crisp, and when I arrived at the parking lot,
there was not a car or a person in sight.
I was a little disoriented at first. The water levels had
risen, so the rocks I normally sit on were partially
submerged. Yet, it was so peaceful. The river looked like
a plate of glass and the sky, the clouds, and the trees
were reflected in it.
I could hear the joy and freedom in every bird singing
back and forth on both sides of the river. I could not bear
to leave after my meditations, but I needed to go teach.
On my way out one lone kayaker arrived and I simply
said to him: "You have the river all to yourself." He
smiled broadly in simply acknowledgment. We shared a
moment of deep knowing: We both sought the same
solace here.
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Around noon I headed off to walk the labyrinth,
something I have hardly found the time to do this year. I
met a friend who is a member of the church where I walk
the labyrinth, and then we met up with someone she
knows and whom I have met before.
I entered the labyrinth, very mindful of how it is a
metaphor for our path in life. And while I could see
where that path would take me, I walked it with a sense
of restlessness and no direction - not really feeling like I
knew where I was going.
The center was peaceful as it always is. I wanted to stay
there forever, recalling the headstand and handstand I
had done there the last couple of times I had walked it.
My friend's friend is a kayaker and was also at one point
a yoga teacher - so over lunch we spoke of these shared
experiences acknowledging how we were both drawn to
the more contemplative dimensions of both practices.
In truth, it was a wonderful way to usher in a new
season, new undertakings, and bring closure to the
summer and the past.

Wednesday, September 3, 2008
Effort and Surrender
A common theme that is used in Anusara Yoga classes
is effort and surrender. In a lunge for example - you
inhale, hug to the midline and charge your back leg with
muscular energy - and then you exhale - and soften,
surrendering to the square of the front knee, drawing
your hip crease back and extending from your core - the
focal point of the energy which first draws in and then
draws out - moving the heart forward and lengthening
the back leg. Effort must precede surrender. And you
cannot have one without the other.
I thought of this as I paddled in the river this morning. I
went farther upstream than I ever had and found that it
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required less effort on my part than it has previously.
It was a beautiful morning, and for at least an hour there
was no one the river beside myself. After paddling up the
third island and trying to see how far it went, I reached a
pre-determined spot and then turned back until I reached
my favorite place in the middle of an "H" - where I could
see both the Virginia and Maryland shores - being
equidistant between them and two islands - the "H"
being the shape of the river so to speak. This is the
place where I love to meditate and allow myself to let go
and float down the river.
This is the place that is my "reward" - I paddle to this
point and then I experience the surrender that follows my
effort. I close my eyes and release to the whims and
gentle currents of the river. When I finally open them I
am often surprised as to where I end up or what
direction Grace is facing.
Life is like that - just like our practice is like that - be it an
asana practice or a meditation practice. There are times
we need to exert effort. There are also times we overeffort. But when we surrender to the flow - we find a
gentle rhythm. Practice becomes easier - as does
paddling.
But why is this so difficult to learn? And why does this
lesson have to be learned again and again?
I was reminded how we live in playground of constant
lessons and experiences we are meant to have. We may
not know the reasons why, but in my heart of hearts I
know there is a Divine plan to everything that is
experienced under the sun.
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Friday, September 5, 2008
Aligning with Grace in the River
Today I went and bought a seasonal pass for the river so
I won't have to pay the launch fee every time I go into
the water. Wanting to get my money's worth, I headed
out to put Grace in the water this afternoon. Besides,
Hurricane Hannah is supposed to make landfall and
come through the area tomorrow, and it may be some
days before I get a chance to get back in.
Earlier in the day, I spoke to a yogini friend who was
inspired to go out and buy a kayak herself. She too, lives
near Algonkian Park where I access the Potomac River.
Buying a kayak was something my friend had wanted to
do for a long time.
I recently ordered bumper stickers and a hat embossed
with my web site's logo - "Aligning with Grace." My
husband laughed and said - "You are really getting into
this marketing thing!" I placed one of the bumper stickers
on my car, and another right on Grace's front deck as a
reminder that my time on the river is more than just a
sport - it is a meditative practice and an invitation to align
with grace.
This week, as I taught yoga in my new studio to students
brand new to the discipline of yoga - I introduced them to
the First Anusara Yoga Universal Principle of
Alignment - "Opening to Grace," which I have written
about extensively on this blog.
As I explained this principle to my new students, I had
them connect it to their experience of the breath. I invited
them to consciously bring their awareness to their
inhalations and exhalations - and thus open to the life
force within them - and to invite this life force - prana - to
animate not only their bodies - but their very souls and
lives as well.
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As a result, I found myself reflecting on the beauty of this
principle and of living in and with grace.
This beautiful quote from John Friend, the founder of
Anusara Yoga is a wonderful explanation of grace:
"Know that grace has the power to transform everything
you aspire to.
So aspire to the highest, and offer yourself to that grace.
Grace will hold you every step of the way.
Anusara is a path of grace."
These thoughts held my heart and soul captive on the
water...

Sunday, September 7, 2008
Seek Only Union
Yesterday I had both the pleasure and the honor of
officiating at a friend's wedding. She is a beautiful and
magnificent yogini and yoga teacher. We had to go with
the flow and change plans because it had rained all day
due to Hurricane Hannah.
While I waited for preparations to be completed, I spoke
to the bride's dad for a while. He shared with me how he
lives near Lake Michigan and I discovered he bought a
kayak around the same time that I bought Grace. He
was extremely interested in knowing how I felt the very
first moment I pushed off into the water - his questions
were probing and exacting - he wanted me to explain
what I felt and what I experienced in detail. No one had
asked me this before, and I found myself telling him
things that were so deep within me. We also shared our
experiences of being in the rhythm and the flow with the
bodies of water we both visited, and how effortless
paddling can be when you let go and surrender and find
your stride.
Shortly afterward, the rain did stop and the clouds
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parted, and we were able to have the wedding outside
after all. The groom later noted, that because we were
able to be in the moment and adapt to it - and go with
the flow - things worked out wonderfully and we had the
ceremony outdoors as originally planned.
It was a beautiful wedding - full of meaning and visible
emotions and feeling - and the vows written by the bride
and groom were the most exquisite I had ever heard.
They were so honest and penetrating. The bride began
with this poem. I do not know its origin or source:
"I love you without knowing how,
or when, or where.
I love you straightforwardly,
without complexities or pride;
so I love you
because I know no other way than this:
Where 'I' does not exist,
nor 'You,' so close than your hand
on my chest is my hand,
so close that your eyes close
as I fall asleep."
I reflected for a long time on those words, and as the
bride uttered them, gazing into her Beloved's eyes - they
were both consumed by this beautiful and pure love they
had for one another.
After the ceremony outside, where the bride and groom
were surrounded by friends and loved ones toasting, the
celebration continued inside and a wonderful time was
had by all.
I had a chance to spend time with the Matron of Honor a beautiful young yogini and yoga teacher in her own
right - who was once a student of mine - and with her
husband, a special young man so full of light, with whom
I meditate from time to time, since we both belong to the
same lineage. It was wonderful to reconnect with people
that by God's grace, had been brought together again.
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The bride, her attendant, and myself, had seriously
started our dedication to yoga in the same place - but we
had all taken very different turns in our paths. The bride
chose to dedicate herself to Baron Baptiste's style of
yoga, and her friend chose to follow and study with
Shiva Rea. And I of course, chose to dedicate myself to
Anusara Yoga as envisioned by John Friend. Of course,
none of this matters. We are all practitioners of yoga,
and our own experiences are further enriched and
deepened by knowing and respecting, and sharing with
one another.
Truly, the paths are many, but the Truth - and the
Source are One. The experience of this wedding and
reconnecting with friends, including a few others that
were present, was a reminder to seek and experience
only Union. This is the goal of our lives...

Monday, September 8, 2008
Respecting the River
Early this morning before going off to teach, I stopped off
at the river. Because of all the rains, the rocks I normally
sit on were totally submerged. On the other hand, the
river was as still, and calm, and wide as I had seen it.
When I first got there, it was misty and foggy on the
other side, but then it gradually lifted. The water was like
a plate of glass and I longed to get inside of it.
I did finally get into the river around 2:30 PM for about an
hour. When I first got there, I heard a man instructing a
couple of other guys in Spanish on how to use jet skies.
But what impressed me was how he tried to convey a
respect for the river. He emphasized a few times, how a
lack of respect, particularly when using jet skies, could
lead to a lethal situation.
He also noted how important it is to note the conditions
of the river - something I try to gauge before going into
the water myself. Knowing one's limitations and
strengths are very important. And of course, playing it
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safe is also wise and prudent.
These are lessons that are important, not only in the
water, but in life itself.
I paddled up to my favorite spot in the river - where it
forks past an island I like to explore. Before meditating
briefly, I thought of the fork as symbolic of the different
paths we take in life. Lately, as I reflect on the many
changes and decisions I have made, I find myself
second guessing myself - wondering if the decisions and
choices were the right ones. Of course, only time can
truly answer that. But as I looked at both side of the river
along the island I have partially explored - I asked myself
once more which path should I take.
Finally, I just surrendered and thought and prayed to
myself: "Your will be done - not mine. Show me the way.
Show me the way..."

Tuesday, September 9, 2008
The River is Wider
I got to the river later in the morning, hoping to beat the
anticipated rain. The river was wider - but also very
murky. It was hard to see inside of it. But once again, I
was there by myself.
I can't begin to explain what it is like to be there - in the
middle - to hold a blue heron's gaze - and hear nothing
but an occasional fish flap in the water, the buzzing of
insects, and various bird calls. Going to the river as
much as possible - even for an hour - has become an
imperative.
Grace was absolutely filthy when I pulled her out. I spent
some time cleaning her up today. The murky water
reflected to some extent how I have been feeling inside.
Yet being in the river is always calming and grounding
and a constant reminder of how lucky I am to be able to
come and enjoy this beautiful landscape all by myself.
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Monday, September 15, 2008
Embodying the Light II
It was good to go down to the river - if only for a few
minutes this morning and visit very familiar ground. It
was very breezy and the water was choppy, which made
me feel better about not being able to go in. I had a very
busy day ahead.
In Wake Up Now: A Guide to the Journey of Spiritual
Awakening - Stephan Bodian notes how the ego resists
embodiment. As a therapist, he explains the role and
function of the ego and how it can circumvent our
awakening process and our ability to live authentic
spiritual lives from a place of integrity.
"Pay attention and you'll notice how often you resist what
is and try to get things to be different from the way they
are. With friends and family, you may monitor your
words and actions to make sure you elicit the love and
approval you crave...Moving through your day, you may
control the environment constantly to maintain the most
comfortable state of body and mind...
...As awakening deepens and spreads and you live more
and more consistently from the awakened perspective,
the ego may relax its hold even further as it realizes that
life continues just as effectively - even turns out to be
infinitely more satisfying and harmonious - when you let
go and let life live through you.
Most of the time, however, the ego will stubbornly
continue to maintain control over certain areas of your
life, even after you've awakened...
Trust is the core issue here: Egos are programmed to
distrust... If you've experienced repeated betrayals of
trust in the form of disappointment, abandonment, or
abuse, your ego may hold on for dear life because it
doesn't trust the ground of being to support you...
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Once you awaken, you realize that the belief that life is a
battle is merely a construct created by the mind and
perpetuated by the ego. You could say the ego is the
screenwriter, director, producer, and star in the movie
called Life, but none of it has to do with you...Either way,
the love that you are ultimately embraces the ego as a
devoted servant that has mistakenly assumed the role of
master."
More tomorrow...

Tuesday, September 16, 2008
Embodying the Light III
Even in the midst of a busy day running errands, I found
time to go to the river and launch Grace for the first time
in a week at nearly 4 PM in the afternoon. The day was
breezy and cloudy, but beautiful - as it always is - and
quiet. I am amazed at how often I go to the river and do
not find others there. Paddling was effortless, like
delightful gliding, and meditating as I floated downstream
did not disappoint!
Yesterday, I noted how the ego resists embodiment as
discussed by Stephan Bodian in his book, Wake Up
Now. Today I will focus on what he suggests for
supporting the embodiment process:
"...Full and complete embodiment is available right here
and now when you let go, stop resisting and controlling
life (including the so-called embodiment process), and
allow everything to be just the way it is...
You can't 'do' letting go - it just happens naturally as the
light of awakening illuminates the innumerable places
where you're still holding on. If there's any strategy, it's
this: Stay awake!
'Who is aware of this right now? Who am I really?' In an
instant, you may find yourself out of the process, once
again expanded, spacious, awake, and non-reactive...
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In general, the path of embodiment asks that you live
your understanding from moment to moment...
Every time Byron Katie found herself 'velcroing' to a
thought, as she put it, she noticed that she began to
suffer again. [See Byron Katie's The Work].
With the awakening of the heart, the dry, detached
perspective of the disengaged witness, which still
involves a subtle separation between self and other,
dissolves into the unconditional love that includes and
embraces everything without exception...
Sometimes people who have practiced meditation for
years before awakening have an easier time recognizing
and embracing the shift in identity that awakening brings.
But such seasoned meditators may also hold on
stubbornly to their spiritual beliefs and have a more
difficult time letting go and letting truth take its course..."
This book is worth reading, and this chapter is chock full
of nuggets of wisdom that are obvious and yet will take
further reflection to unpack and - "embody" (no pun
intended!)

Thursday, September 18, 2008
River Lessons
Today, as I met a dear intuitive friend for breakfast someone I like to refer to as my "guardian angel" - I
shared with her how the river has been the only constant
companion in my life in the past year.
She nodded affirmatively, saying to me - "Yes, it ebbs,
and flows, but it is always there."
This afternoon, when I got out into the river, I couldn't
help but observe how dirty and murky the river has been.
There is this residue clinging to the shores and
sometimes floating on top of the river. It almost seems to
me as if the river is in the process of purging. According
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to the ancient Indian science of Ayurveda, it is important
to detox and cleanse as one transitions from one season
to another, so perhaps the river is preparing to enter
deeply into the Fall. I have been thinking of how best to
do this myself and once more, I found the river mirroring
my own life and the state of my soul...
As always, I paddled upstream to meditate in my favorite
spot and then float downstream for a while. I bypassed a
blue heron that was more or less in the same place as
the one I saw recently. We looked at each other intently
and I felt he was the same one I had seen before. A
Voice inside me said - "He's the one."
A motor boat went by and stirred up the waters creating
big waves. I was tossed about and found it hard to
paddle at first. Then I released and remembered what
another friend said to me in the monthly Reiki meditation
group that I host: "Like the river, go with the flow. That is
what I learned when I went swimming with the whales - it
is what they kept telling me over and over again."
Go with the flow...Release...Surrender...Do not fight
what is...Accept everything as it is and realize it is all
perfect as it is...
These are important lessons - but often so difficult for us
to embody.
Then I thought of a review I read of the book Led By
Faith - the remarkable story of Immaculee Ilibagiza, who
survived the Rwandan genocide. Her family was
exterminated and she was left wondering how she could
ever love again. But then, a friend shared with her these
words. (The following is excerpted from a newsletter
sent out by Hay House, her publisher):
"Go back into the world and find someone to bless with
that same type of love. Give it to someone who has no
love at all, such as the homeless, the sick, or the
orphaned. Look for the beauty of God in the eyes of a
little boy or girl. Find a child whose heart has been
shattered, and give him or her some happiness.
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Remember, all love begins with a smile."
Immaculee herself describes her journey of discovery
and spiritual growth:
"I learned that when we have suffered a loss too great to
bear, our hearts and minds are open to miracles... and
sometimes even a little miracle can sustain our faith and
help us survive."
So many lessons - everywhere - the same lessons
coming in so many different forms and flavors...

Thursday, September 18, 2008
River Meditation: "I and the Father are
One"
As I mentioned in my posting yesterday, I love to
meditate in a certain special spot in the river which I
reach by paddling upstream. I do a special practice and
then allow myself to float downstream for a while. At the
end of my practice, I often repeat to myself, over and
over again the following sacred mantra suggested by
Yogananda:
"I and the Father are One."
It reminds me that I am one with everything - even when
I do not feel this sense of oneness. I believe that the
more I repeat it, the more I embody it, and the more my
cells begin to receive and reflect this blessed message.
Yesterday I found myself adding the following to my
meditation:
"I and the Father are One.
I and this river are one.
I and the herons are One.
I and the trees are One.
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I am one with everyone.
I am one with those I love.
I am one with those I have difficulty with.
I am one with those I have hurt.
I am one with those that have hurt me.
I am one with my pain and my sorrow.
I am one with the pain and sorrow of others.
I am one with all who suffer.
I am one with those who experience joy.
I am one even in the experience of separation,
for there is no separation.
I am one with everyone in these trying times.
I and the Father are One."
And then I floated downstream very slowly, almost as if I
were in suspended animation, embraced by the hand
and love of God.

Sunday, September 21, 2008
Saying Yes to the Full Spectrum of Life
I got up very early this morning, and it was so foggy that
for a moment I yearned to take Grace to the river. I have
never been kayaking in the fog. It was so thick and
misty, and seemed to swirl around magically like it had a
life of its own.
But instead, I had the joy, pleasure and honor of subbing
for large yoga classes at the studio across the river
where I study. I realized it had been a year since I had
taught a couple of groups of nearly 30 students and it
was wonderful to see that I had not lost the ability to
move around a room and quickly scan for the major misalignments and suggest the necessary adjustments.
There is an energy that comes from being in a large
group that I love.
It was the first class of the session, so the teacher had
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asked me to work on some variation of "Opening to
Grace." I chose to focus on opening to grace as saying
yes to the full spectrum of life.
When we say yes to life - we say yes to everything - the
things we like - and the things we don't like in life. We
say yes to the things we want - and the things we don't
want as well - recognizing that everything is already
perfect as it is because every person and everything is
intrinsically good. This is fundamentally a Tantric
perspective, which is the philosophical system that
undergirds Anusara Yoga.
When we open to grace we are willing to be in the
present moment. We choose to live our lives from that
vantage point and we do not resist what is.
I believe that the core and essence of Anusara Yoga
lies in this principle and perspective - for it implies a
willingness to be open and to be vulnerable - thus
opening the door to transformation. We cannot grow and
we cannot heal - if we are not first willing to open. This is
what makes our style of yoga so unique. No other style
begins with this principle.
There are many ways in which we can open to grace.
One way is to express gratitude for everything that
happens in our lives - the things we enjoy and those we
find more challenging.
How does opening to grace feel in our bodies?
There is a softening - a lengthening - there is a greater
sense of spaciousness and instructors will use
expressions such as "inner body bright" and "side body
long" to convey this.
I invited the students to move and enjoy their bodies as
they began this session by opening to grace and saying
yes to the full spectrum of life!
After teaching these two classes, I came home to finish
a Reiki workshop with four wonderful women. It was also
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a joy and pleasure to spend two days with them
engaging in Reiki as a spiritual practice.
As I cleaned up after they left, I noticed the saying on the
Yogi Tea bag that one of them was drinking. It read:
"Open to Infinity - and you become infinity."
And I thought to myself:
"Open to grace - and you become grace!"

Monday, September 22, 2008
River Thoughts II
This morning I made a quick stop at the river before
going off to class to see what it was like. It had been
foggy in the early morning, but by nearly 9:00 AM it had
totally burned away.
The river was still - like a plate of glass - and I so longed
to get in it. The river drew me - I could not go and teach
before first seeing it and at least visually connecting with
it. The river now sustains me, and indeed I feel, it
animates my very soul. I watched longingly as one
kayaker reverently launched himself into its healing
waters in the process of deep cleansing.
I did return at 11:30 AM and the river was still like a plate
of glass. As usual, I paddled upstream to my favorite
spot, now taken over by the underwater grasses, which
is supposed to be a good thing from what I read. Yet the
insight that came to me was that these grasses seemed
to be choking the river as much as some of my repetitive
thought patterns were...
On the corner of the island that I usually pass, stood one
lone blue heron, magnificently perched among the
grasses. Again, I imagined that it was the one I
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frequently encounter.
What a graceful and elegant creature he is! I lost myself
in the present moment as we locked gazes. I have no
notion of how much time went by. He stood motionless or moved in slow motion as I moved in and out of
meditation. He too, seemed lost in contemplation as we
danced in and out of our respective meditative
experiences.
Grace stood motionless as well - held in place by the
grasses that were so thick in this spot that I could not and did not float downstream. But I think that Grace and
the river also sensed that they were privy to an
experience and encounter that was very special and
unique. I could have stayed there for hours. Finally, I
literally had to urge myself to start paddling again and
head back to the boat launch as I had a lot of work to do
in my office.
Despite all the things that have happened in my life, it is
an incredible gift for me to come to the river and
commune with it. Sometimes the only sound I hear is
that of bass flapping in the water, of herons, which today
gracefully skipped and danced over the surface of the
river, and of insects buzzing all about.
While I gazed at this magnificent heron, I offered him
Reiki and reflected on how we were both part of God's
creation - both of us a Divine spark shot forth from his
heart. For one brief moment there was no separation
between us. There was so time. And I felt peace.
I also thought of how lucky this heron was - to be a full
time resident of the river - enjoying its silence and ample
opportunities for contemplation endlessly - without
deadlines and tasks that need to be accomplished or the
necessity to earn a living. What a joy that must be!
Yesterday, in my Reiki 3 class, we spent a lot of time
discussing how Reiki as a spiritual practice enables us to
experience oneness and helps us to go into a space of
non-duality from which to do our work.
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I know that for those brief moments when the heron and
I gazed into each other's soul, time stood still and there
was no separation between us. We were not members
of different species. We were one. I I know that we both
experienced non-duality in its essence.

Thursday, September 25, 2008
The Gift of Darshan
I went to the river very early this morning to launch
myself and Grace.
It was cold and breezy and overcast - and the water was
restless. Rain was in the forecast, so I wanted to beat
the weather and get into the river as soon as possible.
Paddling was not effortless - and at one point it was
actually work. I felt tossed around and wanted to hug the
shoreline, tinges of fear surfacing.
I didn't manage to make it as far as I normally do, but I
did approach the section of the island with beautiful
wildflowers hoping to see the heron. I don't if it was "the"
heron - but I saw one just moments later, surveying all
that his eyes could see. I floated for a while, and then he
flew off...
I have just had two of the most incredible days...
Yesterday I had the opportunity, the honor, and the gift
to receive darshan with Mother Meera.
"Darshan" is translated commonly as: "to see with
reverence and devotion." It literally means sight and
implies receiving a glimpse or vision of the Divine.
Mother Meera is an Indian woman who is believed by
many to be an embodiment of the Sacred Feminine or
the Divine Mother - of which there are many
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manifestations on the planet at this time, each one
entrusted with a sacred and unique task.
Mother Meera's vocation is to bring "Paramatman" or a
special form of Divine Light, which is being brought into
the planet for the first time. I had an experience of this
before I read about it last night.
Mother Meera's darshan is also given in silence. Some
darshan experiences include or are centered around
lessons or talks that are given. Other darshans are more
unique - like Ammachi, whom I experienced years ago.
A darshan with her consists of receiving a hug, which
transmits powerful energy. Thus, she is known as the
hugging saint. At the time, I felt something akin to a bolt
of electricity running through my body and I could not
walk right after it.
When it came to be my time to join the line approaching
Mother Meera, I felt myself engulfed in a very powerful
energy that was loving and sweet. I asked to receive
whatever it was that I needed to receive. To be shown
whatever it was that I needed to be shown. And to be
healed of whatever it was that I needed to heal.
Finally, it came to be my time to kneel in front of her. I
bowed and touched her feet lightly and she cradled my
head. When she released my head I looked up into her
eyes placing my hands in Anjali Mudra.
"Anjali Mudra" is the prayer gesture where palms touch
each other. The word "anjali" means offering - and
mudra means gesture. Thus, I offered the only thing I
had - my essence.
Mother Meera's darshan involves this loving gaze, which
transmits Divine love and energy and whatever it is you
need to receive. For a moment, I felt a slight sense of
surprise as I placed my hands in Anjali Mudra. I don't
think anyone else in the room did this. Everyone else
seemed to keep their hands on the floor or on their lap.
We looked into each other's eyes and I gazed into
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Eternity and felt a KNOWING. I knew she saw me in my
Essence. The connection I felt defies articulation and I
had no concept of the passage of time.
Afterwards, when I sat, I had the sensation of light going
through me - pouring into me and going out. I did not
understand this until I read Mother Meera's book later
last night.
I spent most of the time after I returned home and the
evening and late night in deep meditation. There was
nothing else I wanted or could do. Somehow I wanted to
hold onto the sacredness of the moment and the
experience.
The day before, I had the privilege of meditating with an
enlightened soul who had been given the honor of
meditating for an hour in Yogananda's attic room in India
- on the very same animal skin that he had sat on. This
gifted soul has the ability to transmit the energy and
ecstasy - which is the fruit of his own meditation - to
others. I received that, along with a special message
from my own Master for me.
I was asked this morning what I thought of the
President's speech on the tumbling economy and
realized that I had been disconnected from world events
for two days, having been given the gift to connect more
deeply with the Divine.
Yesterday was also the conclusion of the Anusara Yoga
Grand Gathering in Estes Park, Colorado, where 800
practitioners and teachers of Anusara Yoga gathered.
As the "captain" of the Virgina and Washington DC kulas
(communities or spiritual families), I was entrusted with
sending a blessing to those gathered. I wish to end this
entry with this:
Blessing for the Grand Gathering
may your souls dance
inside your bodies-cloaking and unsheathing,
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in the subtle union
and delicate balance
of experiencing raw power,
tempered by refinement-the many become One,
creating beauty and sheer artistry,
as an act of pure devotion

Saturday, September 27, 2008
Salutations and Meditations
I arise before dawn and yearn to go down to the river
because there are always so many lessons for me there.
As I shared with a friend earlier this week, in the midst of
so much unsettling, the river is teaching me to go with
the flow...
The morning starts out foggy, but quickly becomes
muggy and I prepare for the joyous moments to come by
delving into meditation...
My student arrives on her 60th birthday. She wants to
begin her day and birthday celebration with a practice. I
share with her my plans for her today - it is a practice
that a dear friend shared with me a few years ago - that
another dear friend in turn shared with her...I pass on the
beauty of this practice that has now been passed on to
many...
It is a practice done in silence...
Today is a day for giving thanks, for remembering, and
for going deep within. I practice with her to offer my own
support, but I also offer my own prayers - for my nephew
on his birthday - and another friend turning 74 - while
she dedicates her practice to her parents, whom I am
sure are smiling on the Other Side...
We listen to endless variations of "OM Namah Shivayas"
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as we begin to dance through a variation of 60 sun
salutations - each one dedicated to one year of her life...
I count them off softly so she does not have to keep
track - she is thus fully free to immerse herself in every
moment that unfolds into the next one - bathed in the
memories elicited by each one of her years - revisited
with each individual round of the salutations...
We reach the halfway point - and I spot her in three
magnificent handstands in the middle of the room...
And then the flow continues, mindfully and gracefully
through 30 more years...
We end in the same silence pregnant with memories and
feelings that carried us through the practice, with a
restorative pose and a long savasana...
My student and friend leaves, deeply touched, saying
she will always remember the beauty of this
experience...
Minutes later, another friend and brother in my
meditation lineage arrives, and together we go deep into
meditation for an hour...
We begin with the reading of the day, and finding it so
delicious and so precious, I re-read it, more slowly, and
reverently:
"One moon dispels the darkness of the heavens.
Similarly, one soul who is trained to know God,
a soul in whom there is true devotion
and sincere seeking and intensity,
will dispel the spiritual darkness of others,
wherever he [or she] may go."
We conclude and sit joyously in the shared blessing of
our Kriya Yoga meditation practice.
I give thanks for the many openings and blessings of the
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the last four days, having been embraced by the very
arms of God, and for being given the gift and the
experience of many moons to dispel the darkness in my
soul during one very memorable week...
As Julian of Norwich, the 14th century English mystic so
beautifully wrote, and as a dear friend has often
reminded me:
"All shall be well,
and all shall be well!
And all manner of things shall be well.

Monday, September 29, 2008
Let Go of Holding On
I go to the river - compelled by a force and an urge
greater than myself, and which I cannot resist, even
though the river is murky, and dirty and filled with debris.
I cannot see to the bottom, yet the clouds overhead, are
reflected in the dark and opaque waters.
If the river is a metaphor for my life - is this, another
sign? All of my intuitive friends would unanimously agree
it is so...
I see one heron flying off - but I do not think it is the one I
have connected with because it is nowhere near the
place he usually inhabits. I do not see him today - but I
think I hear him calling out to me when I paddle back to
the launch area ...
I paddle upstream, somewhat repelled by all the debris
floating on the surface as I repeat a line from my entry
yesterday:
"Let go of holding on-and hold on to letting go..."
I repeat it over and over again as I paddle. It is a mantra.
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So simple, but so hard to practice and embody...
I reach my favorite spot and meditate for a while and
then float downstream, repeating my mantra over and
over again:
"Let go of holding on-and hold on to letting go..."
When I open my eyes I note that I floated down quickly,
and almost in a straight line...I do not have to paddle
hard or long to make my way back...
I think of teaching several classes this last week in
different settings, inviting students to explore the
interplay between effort and surrender - in standing
poses, in forward bends, and restoratives, and in 60
salutations...
The river is a constant reminder and manifestation of this
interplay of effort and surrender in my own life...I don't
know where I am going - but I go none-the-less...There
is still too much resistance inside - even though
yesterday I was called to do a yin practice - holding
poses for a long time, surrendering over and over to the
Divine...
I reflect on the insights given to me by another intuitive
friend I had not heard from in a while. She finds powerful
Shamanic symbolism evident my experiences on the
river.
She observes that I am working through my emotions
and feelings through the very act of paddling on the river
- for water is symbolic of emotions...
The heron too, serves an important role - for in
Shamanic medicine he evokes many things - the need
for greater self-reliance and following one's own path the need for working through self-esteem issues and
dealing with healthy and appropriate boundaries...It is
also about dealing with dignity, and engaging in
exploration as well...
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What else can be said?
The river heals - and constantly reveals...
I thank the One and the one who brought me to the
river...

Tuesday, September 30, 2008
Surrendering to the River in Fog
I arise and meditate in the sheer anticipation of
launching into the fog soon - something I have never
done before - knowing that Grace and I - will offer
ourselves to this enveloping and swirling veil, so
symbolic, on so many levels...
I launch into the river on a crisp and cool morning with a
fog so thick I cannot see to the other side. I begin to
paddle and am startled by a large bass that jumps out
along the left side of Grace. It looks me in the eye - and I
am momentarily confronted by my fears. I want to hug
the shoreline and do so for a while, but the fog is calling
me to join it, much deeper within...
I know my island is on the other side and I must go, so I
let go of holding on - and paddle into the thick mist. If
this is not surrender, I don't know what is...
I let go - I go in - I open to grace...
I paddle upstream for a while navigating the waters of
my life and watching the misty fog dance and skip on the
surface of the river accompanied by a flock of black birds
- willing dance partners to the foggy mist. Then I
meditate and pray, and let go - and allow myself to
gently and quietly float downstream, lost in
contemplation and endless supplications...
I meditate here, in the middle of the river, on Rosh
Hashanah - the beginning of the High Holy Days - the
"Days of Awe." This day of the Jewish New Year is one
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for introspection and I am invited to revisit my past
mistakes. I ask forgiveness for all of my transgressions and for all those whom I have hurt. I most especially
forgive, all those that have hurt me - knowingly and
unknowingly...
I lay all that is in my heart and soul at the feet of the
Divine - all that I must let go of - all that stands in the
way of my growth and transformation...
I call upon a sacred lineage of gurus, especially Lahiri
Mahasaya whose birthday it is today...
I reflect on how I am on the threshold of ending a month
and stepping into another - which will bring me full circle
into the completion of this year - marking the first time I
came to the river at a soul companion's suggestion...
It is so beautiful and peaceful here in the center of the
river, enveloped gently by the fog that I want to stay here
forever... As I float downstream, I can sense every subtle
nuance in the movement of Grace - in a way I have
never before been able to experience - knowing at every
moment which direction I am moving towards or facing as if I can see with a more sacred, interior sight...
I open to grace - seeking to align more fully with grace...
I open my eyes nearly an hour later...The fog has mostly
lifted. I can see the shorelines on both sides of the river,
though a thin mist on the surface of the river remains,
and I can see the sun poking through, looking like the
moon reflected in the waters. I note that Grace is
pointing straight ahead towards the boat launch area.
I paddle in, with a strange sense of exhilaration knowing I surrendered something very deeply in these
healing waters as I surrendered on my mat the last few
days...
I step out onto clearer waters for the first time in days like my mind and my soul - and Grace is nearly
pristine...She and I have been baptized on this Jewish
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holy day and made clean as we step into a new year. I
could not have made deeper forays into this journey of
the heart and soul without her.

Wednesday, October 1, 2008
Tashlikh
This cool, overcast, but beautiful day, ushers in a new
month and the true arrival of the fall season. I see leaves
begin to turn their colors. Some of them have also begun
to release from the trees because I see them floating on
the river...
I have a day to myself - a day to spend in almost total
silence - and such a gift it is...
I revisit my experiences on the river yesterday, yearning
to be in the healing waters once again, knowing that next
week I will be Santa Fe and will not have this opportunity
to visit and commune with the river and the heron...
I reflect further on the insights given to me by an intuitive
friend on the role that the river and my paddling
upstream and downstream play in my life, as well as the
significance of the heron, and even the bass that made
his presence known so forcefully yesterday! There are
so many messages being revealed to us everywhere - if
one has the eyes to see and the ears to hear!
I marvel at how I practiced Tashlikh at the river
yesterday, without even knowing it - as if an ancient
impulse bid me to do so. It is a practice done during the
High Holy Days, and is defined as "casting off." One
simply walks down to a river or a place of flowing water
to empty pockets and symbolically cast off one's sins
and all that does not serve.
But I did not simply empty pockets at a shoreline - I got
into the river itself to offer prayers, ask for forgiveness,
and extend it as well...
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On so many occasions I have tossed my cares and my
sorrows into the river, sometimes symbolized by casting
a pebble into the river.
On other occasions I have simply prayed, meditated,
chanted, or offered lovingkindness...
So many times that I was inadvertently practicing a form
of Tashlikh...
What a beautiful practice for all of us - not only at this
time - but in every season!

Thursday, October 2, 2008
El Rio
This morning was simply beautiful - cool, breezy, fresh a typical fall morning...
I stopped by the river on my way to an acupuncture
treatment and noticed that the river was vibrant, and
nothing but undulating waves. Leaves were casually
being released into the waters by surrounding trees, and
they floated downstream effortlessly...
I watched two kayakers take off on a bumpy ride and
disappear...
My rocks were under water, so I found another one to sit
on and do my meditation, as my senses took in the
beauty of the landscape and the morning. It never fails to
amaze me how the river can look so different each time I
come...
A friend and former student of mine has also been going
to the river on a regular basis this year - though she
accesses the river at another park farther downstream
from where I do. She has developed her own
relationship to the river and her insights, which she has
periodically shared with me, are nothing short of
breathtaking and enlightening.
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Recently, she wrote a friend about her experiences in
Spanish. While I cannot truly capture the poetry and
eloquence of her original words, I asked for permission
to share her insights here. At first, I intended to post her
ruminations in Spanish, but then I realized that most of
my readers would not be able to savor her delicious
insights.
So - dear Veronica - I freely translate and share your
reflections, hoping to convey some of the innate beauty
of your musings.... Thank you for sharing!
Rio (The River)
Today I went to the river I have been visiting so often
during this year.
There are days it calls out to me.
The river is a refuge that embraces me and teaches me
so much...
This connection that exists between the river and me is
almost like a ritual.
As I visit it regularly, I begin to recognize details and
notice subtle changes.
I note the changes of the coming season, which are now
very evident.
The leaves of the trees are still green and reluctant to let
go of their branches.
Yet they surrender to increasing humidity or dryer
weather when they finally release.
The squirrels seem to urgently gather their provisions for
the coming winter.
I often walk on a path along the riverbanks until it ends.
Sometimes I listen to music until the visual feast that
unfolds before me overtakes this sense. Every once in a
while, I stop and take in the beautiful panorama that
nature has to offer.
Every time, I am simply amazed at the abundance that
this, our universe, has to offer.
And every time, I more deeply comprehend that
everything is exactly as it should be in this particular
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moment in time.
The current of the river changes its rhythm from one
place to the other,
depending on the whims of the wind and the shape of
the riverbanks.
I note the depth and breath of the shoreline and how it
varies from one visit to another.
Tree limbs and rocks manifest and disappear.
What never changes is the energy that flows eternally
and which moves the current.
It is just like everything else in life.
As I near the end of the path, I rest on some rocks.
Imagine how ridiculous it is that one day I even began to
think of them as my rocks.
I have had the good fortune to go to the river during
weekdays when there are hardly other persons there.
Like today, when I did not see another soul.
The Fourth of July [which is Independence Day here]
I visited "my" rocks and they had been invaded.
Some Salvadoreans weren't only playing very loud salsa
music,
but they were also making tortillas on my rocks!
For a few moments I was angry. I wanted silence.
So I ran to another rock that I did not know.
Instead of inviting silence, I invited surrender.
I observed the group enjoying a day off.
I listened to the music that reminded them of their roots.
Then I laughed as I realized how absurd I was to think
that the rocks were mine.
Today the river received me in silence.
That type of silence that allows you to listen to the music
that comes from the flow of the river.
I sat and wrote in my journal for a while.
Reflections poured out of me, very easily.
I closed my eyes for a while to meditate on the sounds.
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Birds, the current, the breeze, airplanes, leaves blowing
in the wind, and my breath.
Blessings.
That is how one gains insights.
Moments when one feels totally and completely as one
truly is.
And when one also is in tune with the whole magnitude
of nature.
Its currents and turbulence.
Its fluctuations - what changes and what is constant.
I see all that is possible.
Until the end of time when all becomes one.

Friday, October 3, 2008
Connecting to Heaven Through Earth
As I paddled upstream later this morning, on my way to
explore a portion of the river I have only been to a few
times, I thought of how God gives you exactly what you
need when you need it - whether or not it is what you
want.
In the last few days I have connected with several
friends I have not seen or written to in months. Yet each
came back into my life at precisely the right time with
precisely the right message - each one unexpectedly but each one contributing a greater clarity to the mosaic
of my life.
I also reflected on the insight of a friend who noted that
paddling into the fog took a tremendous amount of risk
and that it was also symbolic of the risks I have been
taking in life.
Often while I am on the river, I recite the Reiki Precepts.
One of them exhorts us to be true to our way - whatever
that may be. My own yoga teacher reminded me of this
in an email which I read after my return from the river,
which was simply exquisite this morning.
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I have not seen the heron - but I unexpectedly came
upon a huge turtle lazily floating on a log - as I was on
my way back to the boat launch - on the other side of the
island I always visit. I startled him and he jumped back
into the water. I recalled a blog entry I made while I was
back in Cape Cod in August, on the turtle and its
relationship to "pratyahara" - which means withdrawal of
the senses. My experiences on the river are a dance
between withdrawing from some senses, journeying
further inward like the turtle, and having other senses
definitely heightened.
I decided to look up the significance of the turtle, and in
one entry I found this:
"Turtles remind us that the way to heaven is through
earth.
In Mother Earth is all we need.
She will care for us, protect us, and nurture us,
as long as we do the same for her.
For that to happen, we must slow down
and heighten our sensibilities.
We must see the connection to all things..."
Turtles are also about longevity and awakening to
opportunities...
The turtle offers both protection and wisdom and is one
of the oldest symbols known to humans...
I will have to reflect more on this...

Monday, October 13, 2008
Back on the River
I return to the river after an absence of over a week.
Though it is Columbus Day, I have the river to myself...
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The leaves are beginning to turn - yellows predominating
here and there and everywhere - things starting to dry we have truly entered into the "vata" season...
I review some of the insights gained from my training in
Santa Fe. I think of how important the breath is in our
healing and in the practice. I have not been as attentive
of the breath as I should have...
I meditate and float, and rejoice at having tracked down
a long lost friend from my youth - a man I have loved
throughout the years and never forgotten... Maybe there
could have been more between us - or maybe there was
in another lifetime...I am saddened to learn of his health,
intuitively having sensed for some time that something
was amiss...I think of how people come and go in our
lives, leaving imprints and even scars in our hearts and
souls...
I have missed coming to the river. It feels so comforting and familiar. I drink in its silence and sink into its deep
embrace. Despite feeling so alone for so long - in my
heart of hearts I know I am not alone and I know I can
never go back to what once was on so many levels...
I think of opening to grace and how it implies acceptance
of what is as I let go and simply breathe...
"Breath is the link between the inner and outer worlds."
- Alice Christensen
"Controlled deep breathing helps the body to transform
the air we breathe into energy.
The stream of energized air produced by properly
executed and controlled deep breathing
produces a current of inner energy which radiates
throughout the entire body and can be
channelled to the body areas that need it the most, on
demand."
- Nancy Zi
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Tuesday, October 14, 2008
Mist and Fog
I watch the remnants of the early morning fog - a fine
mist skipping and dancing on the surface of the water,
burn off - slowly and delicately. I come here, to the river,
unexpectedly, after a cancellation in my morning
schedule...
It is chilly, but comforting, and I am glad to be here. I
have missed coming here on almost a daily basis. I
watch one lone paddler take off downstream - a place I
have yet to explore...
I think of how I was first brought to this river - and by
whom - and how it brings such solace in my life. It has
been a great gift in the midst of so many transitions...I'm
sure, that on some level, it was foreseen...
I reflect on how everyone carries some pain in their life physical or otherwise - how sometimes it is obvious, but
how many times it is far from evident...
I think of a beloved former student and medical doctor, in
the prime of her youth - committing to marriage this
week, despite the cancer ravaging her body - daring to
live in hope despite the uncertainty she faces...
I think of a family member deeply grieving in the midst of
losing those closest to her - all of a sudden stripped of
her support system...
I think of a friend facing yet another round of medical
exams which may result in a very bleak outcome...
And I think of another life-long friend, living with HIV, and
subject to all that that entails...
Then I think of myself and all that my heart silently
ponders and deeply grieves for, and wonder - what is all
that in the light of all the rest?
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I watch the remnants of the fog burn off, and am
reminded that this life, and all of its events and issues
are also fleeting. They too, will someday lift away, like
the very mist on this river...

Thursday, October 16, 2008
Crossing the River Bravely
I paddle upstream in the early morning coolness,
marveling and reflecting on so many unexpected recent
events...Most of the time, my mind is distracted by
expectations that cloud my ability to see the
unexpected...
A friend shares, that expectations are pre-meditated
resentments, and I think of how much pain and suffering
comes from focusing on expectations...
Friends and students from various stages of my life
come flooding back into my life in most unexpected ways
- thanks to Google and Facebook. I am tracked down
and hear from many I remember fondly...How ironic that
in a year when so many "exited" my life, others come
back, pouring in...
My life has taken very interesting and almost radical
turns over the few decades...
I briefly contemplate a whole battery of medical exams,
MRI's, and PT sessions I must undertake and know that
it is all for the best, trying not to dwell on these details...
Then I reflect on these words, uttered by the Buddha,
and their relevance for me:
"Cross the river bravely;
conquer all your passions.
Go beyond the world of fragments
and know the deathless ground of life.
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Cross the river bravely;
conquer all your passions.
Go beyond your likes and dislikes
and all fetters will fall away.
The sun shines in the day,
the moon shines in the night.
The warrior shines in battle,
the brahmin in meditation.
But day and night the Buddha shines
in radiance of love for all...
Brahmins have reached the end of the way;
they have crossed the river of life.
All that they had to do is done;
they have become one with all life."
This becoming one with life - is easier said than
done...And yet it is the journey that I am on - to let go of
everything - and see no separation and leave behind all
duality...The river has certainly beckoned me, and I have
crossed it bravely and safely...
I paddle upstream and reach my favorite spot, meditate
and then float downward in the stillness and the
emptiness that is paradoxically full...
I put my paddle inside of Grace and surrender to the
mercy of this river...
It amazes me how every stroke of my paddle creates a
wave that changes the surface of this river. Truly, every
one of our actions - no matter how small - impacts on
circumstances and on others - sometimes in very
profound ways that we do not see or know of sometimes for years...I am saddened by how I
unknowingly hurt others, and sometimes drown and
choke on the grief flowing from how others have hurt me,
unknowingly as well...
The river I paddle in is never the same twice, just like our
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own lives changing constantly with every decision and
action...
Thoughts come and go of surrendering deeply on my
new mat last night, in the early evening, surrounded by a
sweet mantra to the Divine Feminine, I had not heard in
a year...I feel the same love and mystical embrace I felt
yesterday in my monthly Reiki meditation group. I know
there is no where to go but up...
Former high school students of mine come back into my
life, and I remember all of them - some of them are now
in their forties. I taught them in my twenties, starting in
1979 - more than a lifetime ago. They share how I
touched their lives - but the truth is - they touched mine
very deeply as well...
I feel like Julie Andrews in the "Sound of Music" singing:
"Somewhere in my youth or childhood, I must have done
something good." Surely the good we do cancels out a
lot of the rest - the failings, the transgressions, and acts
that were not self-less?
I receive a new book in the mail, and I open to a page
with a reading from St. Francis de Sales. It is a reading I
am familiar with, and heard over and over again in my
nearly twenty-five years teaching in Visitation schools. I
am amazed that it falls into my lap - right now - at this
moment in my life:
"Do not look with fear
on the changes and chances of this life.
Rather look to them with full faith that as they arise,
God - whose you are - will deliver you out of them.
He has kept you hitherto.
Do not but hold fast to His dear hand,
and He will lead you safely through all things;
and when you cannot stand,
He will bear you in His arms.
Do not anticipate what will happen tomorrow.
The same everlasting Father who cares for you today
will take care of you tomorrow and every day.
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Either He will shield you from suffering, or
He will give you unfailing strength to bear it.
Be at peace, then, and put aside all anxious thoughts
and imaginations..."
And then I paddle back home, buoyed by the support of
the unseen, which visited and upheld me yesterday, and
is with me now - and always...

Saturday, October 18, 2008
The River at Dawn
I awaken in the deepest and darkest part of the night
and cannot get back to sleep, so I pray - "Hail Mary's"
and "Our Fathers", and feel sweetly embraced - as if
covered in a mantle of peace and comfort and protection
- granted by my fervent supplications...
A friend sends me a newsletter - Make a Difference
with Compassion - by Mary Robinson Reynolds reminding that we should give thanks for what is good in
the midst of so much news that highlights fear and lack
and dismay. The reading speaks of Jesus who wisely
counseled:
"Ask, and it shall be given to you.
Seek, and you will find.
Knock, and the door shall be opened...
If you know how to give good gifts to your children,
how much more will your heavenly Father
give the Holy Spirit to those who ask him."
If one's faith is big enough, and strong enough, one
needs to only ask once, though most of us may need to
ask several times...Scripture also teaches that if we had
faith the size of a mustard seed, we could move
mountains...
I think of this, as I go down to the river for the first time at
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dawn. I am surprised there are already some cars there though there is not a soul in sight.
Last night I put this exhortation into practice - meditated
and asked from the deepest deep within and received a
sign at the end of my meditation...
I walk down to the rocks. It is windy, and gray, and
forlorn. The clouds - looking like a mosaic - are reflected
on the water's surface. The silence is interrupted by the
black powder of hunters, and I decide against coming
back later to paddle for it would not be very meditative or
wise.
I do not stay long - it is too cold - and I find the frequent
shots violent and disturbing. On my way out, I see one
lone deer lost in his own reveries, oblivious to what his
kinfolk are experiencing on the other side of the river...
"In this time...give thanks for all that you have
and all you hope to be...
Turn your full attention to that which breathes you
and created the entire Universe...
It would make practical sense that this power
and this presence that created you
and everything in the world
is competent and capable enough
to assist you with any challenging opportunity
you may be facing right now.
It takes stretching that spiritual muscle
to get to the heart of what is really trying to happen
through what you are feeling you would prefer."
- Mary Robinson Reynolds

Monday, October 20, 2008
Accepting, Allowing, Surrender
The first freeze of the year arrives, but it does not stop
me from going to the river at noon...
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I launch Grace and marvel at how for the first time, I can
see all the way to the bottom of the riverbed far and wide
and am fascinated by its topography. It is like seeing
with new eyes or with magnified peripheral vision. I can
see with a clarity that is coming from embodying more
deeply the qualities of accepting, allowing, and
surrender...
These are qualities of opening to grace I will explore and
use as class themes for the next few weeks. Images
come to mind of teaching this morning, and examining
the many nuances of acceptance as we worked very
deeply with a few poses...
I paddle and note that the riverbed yields its secrets and I marvel at its depth, and breath - each stone truly
unique in its size and shape. I wonder how long they
have lain at the bottom...
I can see the remnants of shells here and there, and I
follow a lone bass hugging the riverbed closely, but
wandering slowly and gracefully, without a care in the
world...
I drink in the sounds, the freshness of the air, and
perform my meditation ritual...
The realization comes that I have spent most of the year
resisting where I am - wanting things to be other than
what they are. I thought I would be in a different place
than where I am...
Yet, the truth is, suffering comes from not accepting
where we are and knowing that wherever it is that we
are - is exactly where we need to be...The suffering is
self created and inflicted. The Buddha taught that all life
is suffering and it comes from clinging...This is not
acceptance...
As I float down, I allow the river currents to shape my
path downstream - turning Grace this way or that way as I surrender to the river's intended trajectory and give
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up my own predilections...
There is a freedom that comes from all of this - from
accepting, allowing, and surrender...
I cannot open to grace without embodying all three...
I think of a friend who recently told me that I had to learn
to open to grace - even in my knees...
The river always has a lesson for me - speaking to my
heart and soul in so many ways - through every birdcall,
through the movement of its currents and the breeze,
through every season - it has been speaking - and it is
only now that I am truly becoming more receptive to the
subtleties and nuances of its messages and lessons...

Tuesday, October 21, 2008
Reflections by the River in Autumn
I do not have the time to paddle today, but steal away to
the river for a brief visit anyway. It is so hard to stay
away...
The air is crisp, and clean, and the water table is
low...Mounds of fallen leaves cling to the shoreline and
unfamiliar rocks are exposed that normally lay hidden
under water...
I drive in to the park with my coffee in hand, reflecting on
how one of the things I have always been good at is
connecting - always tracking people down, staying in
touch, and bringing others together. As people from the
earliest decades of my life continue to pour back into my
life, I am mindful of what a small world this really is!
In moments, Reiki meditations waft down by the river
where there is not a soul or car in sight...
It is ironic how I have felt so much disconnection in the
midst of birthing deeper connections - and the insight
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comes - that one experience needed to be embodied to
give birth to the other...
I reflect on how difficult it is to conceive that we are truly
all one when at times it feels like anything but that. But I
remember the blog entry I wrote nearly a year ago,
based on my friend Pat's essay - like the ocean, we are
many drops, but one ocean...
Then the image comes to me - that we are all like a
glass of water, scooped out of the same body of water be it a river or an ocean - and while we can be placed in
containers that separate us (so symbolic of the life
circumstances and situations that do this) and taken to
the far corners of the world - we all still come from the
same Source...
We are all sparks sent forth from the heart of God - so
teaches Paramahansa Yogananda - but we all come
from the same heart none-the-less. God in His wisdom
divided himself that we might ultimately experience the
unity in diversity and longingly seek to merge again, in
Him, as One...
Such a beautiful reality in its simplicity, and I find comfort
in this image...
I cast my eyes on the river one last time before
reluctantly leaving, knowing - that somehow - this has
become home, and maybe someday a resting place, as I
visualize ashes, remains of a body temple, ritually
returned to the river and to the Source from which we all
came...

Thursday, October 23, 2008
River Dance
I arrive at the river in the late morning, and it is a
beautiful - but cold one indeed - so I slip on my booties
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for further insulation inside my crocks...
It has been a while since it rained so the river is very
low. I think that I could literally walk across it to the other
side and imagine myself doing so. At one point, I
curiously plant my paddle into the riverbed and find that
in certain spots it is only a half paddle or less deep! I am
grateful that Grace's underside is pretty flat - she doesn't
have much of a protruding keel...
There are so many rocks and boulders lying at the
bottom as well as different variations of grasses growing
everywhere...Some seem like very long tresses that the
river appears to gently comb...
Then there are the grasses that are more ominous and
appear like dark tentacles. I shiver at the thought of the
recent dream I had where the tentacles lured me and
held me captive as I struggled to release myself from
them - the symbolism in that dream so very evident to
me...
I marvel at how one portion of the river has gentle
currents - like rivulets dancing here and there - and other
parts are so still I can see very deeply into it. How can
this river be so different and yet the same? This river I
paddle in is never the same river twice...
I paddle upstream way past the point I normally go to,
and then let go, and do my full meditation practice of the
morning, floating downstream for a long time,
accompanied by the cacophony of many species of birds
singing joyfully...
I offer prayers for a dear child I miss, whose birthday it is
tomorrow, and I think of my own - no longer a
child...Then, I offer prayers for all those on my current
list...
I float downstream for an eternity, sometimes more
quickly, and sometimes I am virtually at a standstill, and I
think of allowing whatever must be - to be - embraced by
the birds, and at the mercy of the currents which turns
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me completely around several times. The river and I are
engaged in a "river dance" - a paso doble where I am
danced in this dance and led...
There is a peace I feel here, on this river that is absent
everywhere else. There is a knowing and an ability to
see with deep and sacred eyes...Things make sense
here in a way they do not when I am on land. It is like I
enter a different world, and I am reminded of the book The Mists of Avalon - a re-telling of the Arthurian tales
from a feminine perspective. I remember how I longed to
have the mists part for me so that I could reach that
magical place of Avalon. Now I know that I have found
that magical place for me - on this river - and I never
could have foreseen this coming...
This whole journey began by sitting on a bench at the
behest of a friend. And yet, I can no longer sit at the
bench anymore than I can go back to re-live the past...
I think of the people that have come and gone - and
even figured prominently in the last year of my life as I
began this journey and transition - and how even they
are walking a more different spiritual path - but one that
is unique to each one of them...
I see the sun resplendently shining on the water's
surface and imagine the magnificent "Eye of God"
peering directly at me...
I wonder how much longer I will be able to come to this
river and whether it will be too cold, and try to imagine
what it would feel like to feel its absence. Every time I
get into my car I pass Grace and look at her with
longing...
I sit now, and bask in the peace given to me by this river,
literally smelling her on my fingers, and feeling her in my
soul...
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Friday, October 24, 2008
River Currents
I enter the park attentively, for there are deer wandering
about very slowly everywhere...
One stops in the middle of the road and stares me down
and will not budge. I wait until he decides he feels like
moving on. None of the deer seem all that interested in
me - or concerned in any way with my presence. It is as
if I were a family member that is often overlooked or
ignored...
The river is calm and very still - no discernible movement
in the waters as I sit on my rock and survey the others
that are normally submerged. I begin my prayers and the
wind kicks up, and within moments I suddenly notice the
currents moving upstream!
The currents not only move up the river - but towards me
as well - wave upon wave heading towards me - gently
breaking and dissolving at my feet. There is a message
here for me, and I am filled with God's Presence...
I pray for a little girl who captivates my heart and whose
birthday it is today, and a friend who lost her mother
mere months ago, and now faces the loss of her motherin-law. I pray for others as well...
I am grateful for two beautiful meditation opportunities
that I was gifted with yesterday and my senses are filled
with them...
I traveled to meditate with a group led by a gifted
therapist and devotee, who asked us to consider
whether we ever entered into partnership with God in
dealing with our life issues and problems - or did we
merely leave all the work for Him to do alone?
We were encouraged to focus on our heart chakra,
inviting in God's healing energy, and then letting Him do
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the work that needed to be done in us - trusting that he
would do it - and not digging up the planted seed of His
work over and over again, to see if it had sprouted and
then wonder why it had not borne fruit.
I think of internalizing the elements of trust and letting go
- and accepting that God will provide in His own time,
and on His own terms - knowing every moment and
every step of the way what was best for us...
This gifted leader of this group spoke of a particular
experience of samadhi, and reminded us that when we
are on the path of soul ascension we often experience
more separation than union - before we are able to
experience deeper states of union and bliss - states that
are truly available to us...
I enter DEEP into meditation after a powerful hypnotic
induction - and feel a sense of freedom and releasing
into God - I have not felt in a long time. I want to stay
there forever...
My dreams are very active and I "see" God healing what
I asked Him to heal...
I think at the river of how we come in "programmed" into
our current lives and incarnations. We find the people we
are supposed to find and avoid the situations we know
will furnish the lessons we came here to learn because
they may cause deep pain. So it has been with me - I
knew whom I would marry and when I would meet him just as I knew who would figure prominently in my life and what relationships would cause deep pain. I knew
these things even before I entered into them - doing so because I knew I had to on some level that I cannot
explain or begin to articulate...There is nothing that is
accidental...The signs are all there for us - all the time...
And I reflect on these words of Yogananda as I prepare
to leave the river this morning:
"Have only one desire: to know God.
Satisfying the sensory desires cannot satisfy,
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because you are not the senses.
They are only your servants, not your Self."

Monday, October 27, 2008
Autumnal River Blessings
I so looked forward to paddling today - but I found it too
windy and overcast - and I chose to exercise caution...
I shared the river yesterday morning with a former high
school student of mine - now a beautiful and radiant
young woman - who traveled from afar to study Reiki
with me. She wanted to see this river that has captivated
my heart and soul...
I go to the river this afternoon, and speak to a rower
emerging from the waters who describes the kind of
water and currents that he encountered. He says
anybody can paddle while it is sunny - but by not going
in now - I would miss some of the finest waters of the
season. Still, I feel mine was a wise choice. I am chilled
to the bone and do not feel I would have the endurance
necessary. There is always a right time and I will find it
once again...
The leaves are peaking and I yearn to cross the river
and entertain this explosion of color in all its majesty. I
reflect on the beautiful quotes embedded within a heartwarming and inspirational video, entitled: "Autumn
Blessings Movie," which I viewed before coming to the
river...
"As with the leaves on a tree,
we let go and let autumn bless us
with its amazing panoramic display..."
"Autumn, the year's last, loveliest smile."
- William Cullen Bryant
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"Climb the mountains and get their good tidings.
Nature's peace will flow into you,
as sunshine flows into trees.
The winds will blow their own
freshness into you.
And the storms their energy,
while cares will drop off,
like autumn leaves."
- John Muir
"Autumn is a second spring
where every leaf is a flower."
- Albert Camus
"A few days ago, I walked along the edge
of a lake and was treated to the crunch and rustle
of leaves with each step I took.
The acoustics of this season are different
and all sounds, no matter how hushed,
are as crisp as autumn air."
- Eric Sloane
"No spring nor summer beauty hath such grace
as I have seen in one autumnal face."
- John Donne
"I cannot endure to waste anything
as precious as autumn sunshine
by staying in the house,
so I spend almost all daylight hours
in the open air."
- Nathaniel Hawthorne
"Even if something is left undone,
everyone must take time to sit still
and watch the leaves turn."
- Elizabeth Lawrence
"Delicious autumn!
My very soul is wedded to it,
and if I were a bird,
I would fly about the earth
seeking the successive autumns."
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- George Eliot
"Winter is an etching,
Spring, a watercolor,
Summer, an oil painting,
and Autumn, a mosaic of them all."
- Stanley Horowitz

Thursday, October 30, 2008
The Grace of Water
I meet the friend who wrote the poetic musings - "El Rio"
that I shared in a recent blog. We go down to Riverbend
Park to experience "her" river farther downstream than
where I go and experience "mine..."
The river is beautiful here - it is much different in terrain.
It is calm in some parts, but there are also rapids, and I
wonder how Grace would navigate such waters. How
would I?
We speak to a woman in the Visitor's Center about
kayaking, and she invites me to consider working with a
certified instructor in a program they run in the summer
with novice kayakers. They need volunteers to keep the
program running since they are facing severe staffing
cuts. I cannot imagine doing this - I have no basic
learned skills, since I have basically taught myself. Yet
this woman thinks I could do it and takes my name and
contact information...
My friend and I head out to walk the trail leading to the
rocks where she surveys and communes with the river.
We share our individual river journeys totally comforted
in being understood by the other, for our experiences
have often mirrored the others...
She wisely observes, that my river journey is far from
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over. In many ways, it is just beginning and I am just
getting into it...
She marvels at the courage that it took to get into the
water - it is something I hear over and over again - how
brave I was. But I never considered it a courageous
thing to do - or really thought about it very much. It
seemed like the natural order of things, and I felt
compelled - almost ordered to come into the river...
My friend and I arrive at a juncture of the trail that has
been blocked off - it seems permanently - further up the
trail beyond this point is where "her" rocks are located though this spot is now barricaded. The area has been
designated a sanctuary for wildlife...
My friend is dismayed - she will no longer be able to
travel to this spot that has been such a faithful
companion on her journey. She remembers and
spontaneously repeats a mantra I had uttered a while
back on the river as I paddled:
"Let go of holding on - and hold on to letting go..."
She will have to find her way anew alongside this river
which she recognizes is no more hers than my river and
rocks are mine...
We find a precarious spot and snake ourselves down to
the river itself and listen to the currents wildly flowing at
our feet, while we watch blue birds dashing about...
After a while, we start to make our way back and sit on a
bench where she gives me a gift. She thanks me for all I
have given and shared with her, and reads me a
selection from the book - To Bless the Space Between
Us: A Book of Blessings, by John O'Donohue.
Months ago I shared some entries from this book in this
blog, but I had never read this particular selection. I sit
and I listen to her share this beautiful reading, hearing it
for the first time - recalling moments - some of them
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heavy with emotion - echoing very personal experiences
for me in some of its verses - as my eyes take in the
breathtakingly beautiful expanse before me:
In Praise of Water
Let us bless the grace of water.
The imagination of the primeval ocean
Where the first forms of life stirred
And emerged to dress the vacant earth
With warm quilts of color.
The well whose liquid root worked
Through the long night of clay,
Trusting ahead of itself openings
That would yet yield to its yearning
Until at last it arises in the desire of light
To discover the pure quiver of itself
Flowing crystal clear and free
Through delighted emptiness.
The courage of a river to continue belief
In the slow fall of ground,
Always falling farther
Towards the unseen ocean.
The river does what words would love,
Keeping its appearance
By insisting on disappearance;
Its only life surrendered
To the event of pilgrimage,
Carrying the origin to the end,
Seldom pushing or straining,
Keeping itself to itself,
Everywhere all along its flow,
All at once with its sinuous mind,
An utter rhythm, never awkward,
It continues to swirl
Through all unlikeness,
With elegance:
A ceaseless traverse of presence
Soothing on each side
The stilled fields,
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Sounding out its journey,
Raising up a buried music
Where the silence of time
Becomes almost audible.
Tides stirred by the eros of the moon
Draw from that permanent restlessness
Perfect waves that languidly rise
And pleat in gradual forms of aquamarine
To offer ever last tear of delight
At the altar of stillness inland.
And the rain in the night, driven
By the loneliness of the wind
To perforate the darkness,
As though some air pocket might open
To release the perfume of the lost day
And salvage some memory
From its forsaken turbulence
And drop its weight of longing
Into the earth, and anchor.
Let us bless the humility of water,
Always willing to take the shape
Of watever otherness holds it,
The buoyancy of water
Stronger than the deadening,
Downward drag of gravity,
The innocence of water,
Flowing forth, without thought
Of what awaits it,
The refreshment of water,
Dissolving the crystals of thirst.
Water: voice of grief,
Cry of love,
In the flowing tear.
Water: vehicle and idiom
Of all the inner voyaging
that keeps us alive.
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Blessed be Water,
Our first mother...
Mil gracias, Veronica!

Friday, October 31, 2008
I Come to the River a Year Later
I come to the river this afternoon, on the anniversary of
my coming here for the first time - with so many
memories of experiences and lessons learned - but
especially recalling that day, a year ago - spent with the
one who first brought me here, suggesting it as a
meeting place...
I come to the river in the afternoon after spending the
late morning with a gifted therapist and healer who
reminded me that the things that happen to us are not
good or bad in the mind of God - even though we may
label our own experiences as good or bad. We must
learn to see ourselves as God sees us - in all our beauty
and magnificence, and know that everything has a
purpose in God's infinite plan...
I go deep into meditation and hear the message: "I am
with you always, until the end of time..."
I come to the river after over a week of not being able to
immerse myself and Grace, in its healing waters...
I come to the river after two nights of dreaming of being
in water...
In one dream, I have to swim across to the other shore
to receive a spiritual teaching, from one of my teachers...
In the second, I must confront my fears and launch
myself onto the ocean on what seems to be a thin plank,
with no visibility of land in the direction I am going...
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I come into the river in the early afternoon and paddle
straight across to the Maryland side, which longingly
drew me for so many months. The water table is low
again, and I can see very strange things growing on the
riverbed that I find to be very ominous looking. The
grasses I encounter are very thick and I confront my
fears of getting tangled in them. I no longer want to be
held back by remaining ties to the past and want to let
go of replaying events and circumstances in my head...
The other side no longer holds an interest for me - and I
paddle today, without aim and without reason - there is
no plan and no goal that I have...
I discover a pipeline buried underneath the water,
seemingly connecting the two states I am straddling. I
follow it for a while and think of making my own life a
straight and narrow highway for God - as the Prophet
Isaiah once foretold and extolled...
I swim in the memories of so many lessons that I have
learned on this river over the course of this one year:
"In the river I know I will find the key."
"Let go of holding on,
and hold on to letting go..."
"Trust that this river is taking you
to the ocean of the unimaginable..."
"At last, the river of my life
flows into the ocean of Thy Live."
"Creo que oigo una voz,
al otro lado del rio...
tanta lagrima
y yo soy un vaso vacio..."
"Spirit of the river,
I can hear you...
I am deep inside your song..."
"We are many drops, one ocean..."
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"I will remain by this river...
May my present path, my new life,
start from there...
The river has taught me to listen...
The river has many voices...
The river is everywhere at the same time...
And when I learned that,
I reviewed my life,
and it was also a river..."
"A river called ‘The Arms of God…’”
"The river speaks...
I will be with you until the end of time..."
"You are in some kinds of race with time,
with unbelievably harsh circumstances.
You must paddle with the questions
that will most help you awaken
into the next phase of your life...
You have left the shore of what you think you know
about yourself, your life, your relationships,
your direction, your purpose.
You must ask God more deeply than you ever had:
'Who do you say that I am?
What do you want me to do?'"
"The ocean of Spirit has become
the little bubble of my soul..."
"Let this river run..."
"This river runs through me..."
"Come sit in my heart.
My heart is deeper and wider
and fuller than this river..."
"There was a great darkness I had to pass through
upon my return from the lake. I had so totally left my life
that I did not know how to find my way back in..."
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"The river speaks its wisdom:
'Your love must be stronger than your pain..."
"The river is wide, I cannot see.
Nor do I have light wings to fly.
Build me a boat that can carry two,
and both shall row, my love and I..."
"Surrender is the river
that will deliver you back
to the ocean of cosmic consciousness."
"The water is your friend,
you don't have to fight with the water.
Just share the same spirit as water,
and it will help you move."
"Don't push the river,
let it flow."
"I paddle into the thick mist.
If this is not surrender, I don't know what is."
"Cross the river bravely,
conquer all your passions..."
"Let us bless the grace of water...
Let us bless the humility of water...
Water: voice of grief, cry of love
in the flowing tear.
Water: vehicle and idiom
of all the inner voyaging that keeps us alive."
I come to the river but do not spend a lot of time here
today. I don't know how often I will be able to immerse
myself in its healing waters. I recall a student asking me
recently, what would I do when I could no longer paddle
as winter settled in for a stretch? I know I will still come
here, even when it is biting cold. How could I not?
I come to the river today - more to mark an anniversary
and to give thanks for all that I have been given and all
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that I have received at every stage of my journey and
relationship to this river...
I come to the river with a grateful heart, and I thank the One,
and the one who brought me to this river…
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